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Events
Calendar

U of M to
receive
$107 million

Monday
10 basic steps to start a
blog
11 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at the Miller Center
room 205. The presentation
will be about how to either
start a blog or update a blog.

John Russett
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Last year, SCSU broke ground
on the biggest project ever to
be undertaken on campus. The
Integrated Science and Engineering Laboratory Facility (ISELF),
to be completed in 2013, received
$42.3 million in funding from the
state legislature in the 2011 capital
budget.
Higher education in the state
of Minnesota received $220
million from the state in 2011.
According to the Minnesota
Management and Budget website
(mmb.state.mn.us) the $220 million dedicated to higher education
accounts for 40 percent of the
capital budget for 2011. Higher
education accounts for the highest
percentage of funds to be given by
the state. The next highest is the
environment policy area, which
accounted for 29 percent in 2011.
?PQTM\PM UQTTQWV
project on SCSU’s campus is the
largest in school history it still
does not match the funding given
to the single largest project on the
University of Minnesota campus
last year. A physics and nanotechnology building project for the
University of Minnesota received
$51.3 million in last year’s capital
budget.
In 2011, according to the Minnesota Management and Budget
website the University of Minnesota received a total of $88.8 million from the state. The entirety
of the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU) system
received $131.6 million for their
major projects.
MnSCU enrollment numbers
for fall 2011 topped 200,000
for the second consecutive year,
according to a press release on
mnscu.edu. It states that student
enrollment was 200,716 for the
fall semester and an additional
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Tuesday
10 basic steps to start
social networking
11 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at the Miller Center.
The event will outline
10 basic steps to social
networking and the pros and
cons of networking.
DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Cornel West is a professor at Princeton University, radio talk show host and frequent guest on
political talk shows. West spoke on equality, leadership, individuality and going against the
grain.

Cornel West visits, speaks at SCSU
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

?PM\PMZQ\JMXZWNM[[WZQV\MTTMK\]IT\PQVSMZXWTQ\QKITIK\Q^Q[\WZIVaW\PMZIKKWTILM+WZVMT?M[\PI[
attached to his name, they all came to shine during
his time at the Power in Diversity Conference.
This weekend saw the Power in Diversity ConferMVKM_Q\PUIVaQVÆ]MV\QITO]M[\[XMISMZ[2IV 
_I[_PMV?M[\\WWS\PM[\IOM\W[XMISIJW]\[M^MZIT
topics he felt most passionate about. Issues of race,
gender and overall American equality were among
\PM[M\WXQK[SMMXQVO_Q\P\PM¹+PIVOM1\;\IZ\[?Q\P

Me!” theme of the conference.
?M[\JMOIVPQ[[XMMKPJaM`XZM[[QVO\PMQUXWZtance of retaining one’s own individuality. He talked
about the a student’s problem of being obsessed with
success, and how too many people in today’s society
are adjusted to injustice and decide to live with this.
The only way to possibly solve this was to “go against
\PMOZIQVº?M[\IT[WY]W\ML;WKZI\QKUM\PWLJa[Iaing the unexamined life is not worth living.
¹6M^MZKWVN][M[]KKM[[_Q\POZMI\VM[[º[IQL?M[\
as the audience erupted in cheers.

6HHWest / Page

SCSU administration bound by roadblocks
preventing disclosure in the Saffari situation
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

The administration calls it frustrating.
Depending on to whom you talk, the Saffari issue
Q[^IZaQVOLMOZMM[WN KWVÅLMV\QIT
In a half-hour meeting last week, President Potter
released few details – he is limited by his position as
a state employee, he says, and can’t discuss personnel
matters with anyone.
¹4M\UMI[SIY]M[\QWVÅZ[\"?PI\Q[VW\KTMIZ
about our statement that I can’t discuss his personnel
matters?” Potter said.
According to Minnesota Statute 13.43, certain
state employee information is public: name, salary,
employment contracts and other such data.
?PMV8W\\MZ_I[I[SMLIJW]\\PM[MK\QWVWN \PM
statute that makes existing complaints and disciplinIZaIK\QWV[X]JTQK·_PM\PMZ;INNIZQ_I[QVLMMLÅZML
for “no reason,” as is legal under his contract – he
said he could not address it.
¹1LWV¼\]VLMZ[\IVL_PI\aW]LWV¼\OM\?MKIV¼\
talk about it,” Potter said. “The statute lists the things
I can talk about. Everything else, I can’t talk about.
¹<PM[MIZMV¼\IJ]VKPWN NWTS[[Q\\QVOQVIVWNÅKM
trying to hide something,” he also said.
Judith Siminoe, special adviser to the president,
KW]TLVW\KWVÅZU_PM\PMZ;INNIZQPILJMMVWNNMZML
the option to resign before being dismissed.
“I can tell you that it would be customary for us,
in many cases, to give someone that option,” Siminoe
said.
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?PMVQ\KIUM\W\PMI[[MZ\QWV\PI\;INNIZQ_I[M[corted off campus by security, Potter said that this was
not unusual practice. He could not, however, name
any other cases in which a security escort was used.
“Yes, there have been other people [escorted off
campus] since I’ve been here,” Potter said.
?PMVI[SML\WVIUM\PMXW[Q\QWV[QV_PQKP\PQ[
action was taken, Potter said he could not, under the
law.
<PMZMI[WVPMKIVKWVÅZU;INNIZQ¼[XW[Q\QWV
and that Saffari was escorted off campus, he said, is
because that’s “public information.”
Potter did say that Saffari’s former position, associate vice president for enrollment management, will
VW\JMÅTTML
He also said that Saffari’s dismissal was not something he anticipated at the beginning of last year.
“Did I know last January that we would probably
undertake major changes in enrollment management?
Not at that point,” Potter said. “It was on a list of
things to look at.”
The department of enrollment management is
one of the many areas being restructured under the
university’s reorganization.
Last week, the administration voted on a new
method of channeling admitted students to support
resources.
“Those are the steps we’re taking now to get a
better handle on our enrollment,” Potter said. “It’s
all about student success and students being able to
achieve their dreams.”

Husky wrestling dominates

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS

The internship search and
preparation seminar’s focus
was to prepare students for
upcoming job fairs.

Job fair focuses
on diversity
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

On Thursday of last week, the
Diversity Job and Internship Fair
welcomed 63 employers to SCSU’s
campus. Employers ranged from
government agencies to private

6HHFair / Page

Page 16
SCSU’s wrestling
team defeats number
three-ranked Augustana 26-9.

Budget Advisory Group
11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at Atwood in the
Mississippi room. The event
will have Steven Ludwig and
other administrators speak
on the University’s budget
plans.
Job Fair Orientations
1 - 1:50 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and will
take place at Centennial
Hall, room 207. This is a
presentation sponsored by
The Career Services Center
that will help students to
be prepared for the job
fairs that SCSU hosts. Any
student wishing to attend the
MN State Universities job
fair in February must attend
this event.

Friday
Francophone Night
5 - 8:30 p.m.
This event is $7 for
SCSU students and $10
for others and will take
place at Atwood in the
Cascade room. This event
is education/entertainment
focused and will inform
about French speaking
countries.

Armadillos perform RS Top 25 Page 8
The Fabulous Armadillos performed
the ‘Rolling Stones
Top 25 Rock Songs
of All Time.’
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SGA proposes
5% fee on student
group accounts
makes around $40,000 per
year from TCF. This also
means that TCF has one
A recession such as the
of the best locations on
one we are currently facing
campus for relatively cheap,
can damage many things
while being able to mainfor many different people
tain a small store that gets
and businesses. Many of
the same amount of busithe places that are often
ness as a typical location.
effected the most are banks,
Technology was also
who often take more than
involved in the contract
ÅVIVKQITJ]ZLMV)JIVS¼[
in order to keep account
credibility is often put on
systems accurate. SCSU
the line during times like
is obligated to update its
these.
systems once each semester
In many ways, TCF is
to inform TCF of accounts
one of these banks. Once
that have detached from
thought to be untouched
their Campus Cards, which
when the recession hit
includes accounts from
in 2008, their status has
students that have gradurecently come across some
ated, dropped-out or left by
hardship.
other means. This allows
Quarterly earnings were TCF to operate under the
posted on Jan. 24, revealing latest information, as well
less-than-thrilling numbers
as providing the university
NWZQV^M[\WZ[8ZWÅ\[_MZM
with updated software on
shown to be cut in half
an annual basis.
from the previous year, as
A new operating system
loan interest and service
was also implemented in
charge fees had dipped, still 2009 for SCSU. The fundmaking $16.4 million. As
ing for this was provided
a result, TCF’s stock fell 9
by TCF with no cost to the
percent on the same day.
university.
They continue to have
Though SCSU may
a monopoly on student
have invested a substantial
banking at SCSU, though.
amount of time and money
A recession could never
into this agreement, TCF
change that.
and it’s account holders
The reason for this is
remain largely indepenTCF and SCSU have a
dent from the university.
standing income contract
<PMKWV\ZIK\[XMKQÅKITTa
that binds both together
states that bank inquiries
through 2019. The marmade by students must go
riage of these two establish- directly to TCF and cannot
UMV\[JMVMÅ\[MIKPW\PMZQV be handled in any way the
too many ways for it to be
university.
broken.
The income contract
One of the most promi- between SCSU and TCF
nent examples is the income is public domain, as well
of student accounts by the
as many other documents
university. Based on the
pertaining to the same
number of the accounts,
agreement.
SCSU takes royalties from
every account that is connected with Campus Card.
Up to 5,999 active accounts
will pay out $18 per account, 6,000-6,999 will pay
out $19 per account, with
the trend continuing.
Having a bank location
in Atwood will prove to be
^MZaXZWÅ\IJTMTWKI\QWVNWZ
TCF in the long run. CurZMV\Ta;+;=KPIZOM[IÆI\
annal rate of $20,307 with
a monthly rate of $1,692.
This means that SCSU
Staff Report

DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Two attendees pose with West. His presentation was part of the Power in Diversity workshop.

West
Continued from Page 1
His next topic was stressing the audience to remember our
past. One person West regularly brings up in his lectures is Martin Luther King Jr. He mentions him often because of how much
he cared for his cause and the people that followed it. He states
that people such as King should serve as both an inspiration and
a constant reminder that a peaceful solution can be solved, pointing toward the Occupy Wallstreet movement.
Leadership was another topic that was covered in many
areas. Citing Malcom X, West spoke of the courage it takes to
become a leader and how to let each person’s courage out. He
stated that people should let go of the things that hold a person
back, such as greed and apathy. He also said that a person should
put themselves in a place that is greater than their surroundings
_Q\PZWWU\WÆW]ZQ[P
The struggle of race in America was a large topic that came
up many times during the lecture. One of West’s goals during this
was to make certain that these struggles are not forgotten. People
like Emmett Till, who was murdered due to his race, and the
courageous acts of his mother was one example he gave of justice
through peace.
West began his conclusion by speaking about several of the
recent acts of the government.
“People are beginning be sick of the legalized bribery and
organized corruption that plagues us,” said West of Congress.
Many other of West’s topics centered around these issues,
with the core of these ideas being radical self improvement. He
spoke of the courage that is in every person, and the lack of
leadership in today’s youth that the nation is desperate for at this
time.
Harry Jackson, a close personal friend to West and the assistant director of Multicultural Services, organized the event.
“We had hoped that Dr. West would come to our school and
inspire out students,” said Jackson. “We think he did just that”
Many of these ideas are illustrated in the books West has
written. An upcoming, untitled work will be released in April
which will be about leadership among youth.

DARLINGTON PANTON / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

West speaks with President Potter. West cited Malcolm X as a leader.

Workshop helps prepare
students for internships
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

As of Dec. 2011, the
state of Minnesota was
ranked the sixth lowest in
terms of unemployment
at 5.7 percent. While the
economic downturn in recent years has dramatically
affected the employment
of millions Americans, top
economists are cautiously
WX\QUQ[\QKWN \PMÅ[KITaMIZ
to come.
Students at SCSU
were given opportunities
throughout the prior week
to hone their skills and
learn about what it takes to
succeed in today’s job market in a series of workshops
and an internship fair.
On Tuesday, students
were encouraged to attend a four part workshop
which focused on the dos
and don’ts of the interview
and internship process in
Centennial Hall. Internship Search and Prep is
a bimonthly clinic where
students have the ability to
connect with local employers and prepare for upcoming interviews.
Stations included how
to dress for an interview,
UISMIUMUWZIJTMÅZ[\
impression, how to conduct
employer research prior to
the interview, and a resume
critique by local employers.
Bobbi Murphy, assistant
director of employer rela-

tions and internship development, has been an active
part of the Career Services
Center as for over six years
she has met with students
on a one-on-one basis.
“The purpose was to
help prepare our students,”
Murphy said. “We have
wonderful employers to assist students.”
Murphy explained that
the stations included everything from an overview of
the perfect power suit and
how to tie a tie, to understanding the importance
of having a comprehensive
understanding and knowledge base of the potential
employer.
“Employers are extremely impressed… students are well received and
KWVÅLMV\º5]ZXPa[IQL
regarding the internship
fairs and mock interviews.
This particular Internship Search and Prep was
focused on the upcoming
Diversity Job and Internship Fair where students
would have the opportunity
to connect with prospective
employers.
On February 20, the
Minneapolis Convention
Center will be hosting it’s
annual Minnesota State
Universities Job and Internship Fair. In order for
students to qualify to attend
the event, SCSU requires

6HHPrep / Page

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Students attended the workshop to hone interview skills.
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Fair
Continued from Page 1
engineering corporations all looking for potential candidates.
Andrew Ditlevson, associate
director of the Career Services
Center, explained the magnitude
of the event as it is the largest job
fair that SCSU has held in nearly
four years.
“If students are looking, there
is a great chance that they are going to walk away with at least an
interview,” Ditlevson said. “If students are open minded and open
to options the chances are high.”
Ditlevson additionally explained that the term “diversity,”
as mentioned in the event’s title,
was meant to illustrate the vast
variety of employers seeking qualiÅMLQVLQ^QL]IT[I[J][QVM[[M[VWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[IVL[KPWWT[
throughout the state attended the
event.
“All are hiring… full-time, parttime, and even summer internships
are available to the students,”
Ditlevson said. “Sophomores and
juniors would be wise to take advantage of these events… it’s not
just seniors.”
Employers were in search of
the ideal candidate as they looked
for qualities of leadership and
experience.
Chris Ford, store manager of
Walmart-Alexandria, has been
a part of the multi-billion dollar
corporation for 24 years and is a
regular attendee of SCSU’s job
and internship fairs.
¹?M¼ZMPMZM\WÅVLOZMI\ZMcruits,” Ford said. “There is great
talent here at St. Cloud State and
that’s what we’re looking for.”
The ever-expanding corporation plans to open a new location
within St. Cloud by the end of the
year which will provide for numer-

ous employment opportunities.
Loren Amundson, operating
training manager of Polar Semiconductor, spoke of the importance of prior knowledge and a
diverse background.
“Multi-skilled students have
a leg up,” Amundson explained.
“It takes months to train in a new
employee, and while they may be
extremely focused in one particuTIZIZMIWN IÅMTLQ\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\W
remember other aspects.”
Pertaining to the importance
of prior research, Polar Semiconductor has a long lineage of semiconductor engineering. As much
of the manufacturing initially took
place in Japan, the company was
relocated to Bloomington, Minnesota after the earthquakes that
devastated the country.
Among the organizations
which attended, government agencies and military recruiters came
to connect with SCSU students
interested in serving their country.
Staff Sgt. Zellmer of the United States Marine Corps has served
for 13 years and now a father of
four is hoping to inspire “highly
Y]ITQÅMLUMVIVL_WUMVº\WRWQV
“We’ll give you leadership.
We’ll give you more intangibles
than you can shake a stick at,” Sgt.
Zellmer said. “We have the best
reputation… we are the few and
the proud.”
The Marine Corps and other
branches of the military boast
hundreds of different positions
available to individuals interested
in serving their country.
:MOIZLTM[[WN Y]ITQÅKI\QWV
limited experience, or age, SCSU
students had the opportunity to
delve into a diverse range of employment options.

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Students meet with prospective employers. The fair took place throughout Atwood. The event
ran from noon until four.

U of M
Continued from Page 1

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Employers ran booths for students to visit. The focus of the job fair was give students the opportunity to connect with local businesses for employment.

Prep
Continued from Page 3

students to attend a workshop to better prepare for the fair.
The upcoming job fair in Minneapolis is expected to
have over a thousand students and alumni of the seven
state universities to attend the event. Sophomores, juniors,
and seniors are all eligible to register for the fair at a cost
of $20. Registration is through the Career Services Center
in Centennial Hall.
Murphy additionally explained that the students who
are working with employers and attending job fairs are
representing SCSU and what they have acquired throughout their years of study.
“Right or wrong, fair or not, people are going to judge

others,” Murphy said. “We teach our students to limit
LQ[\ZIK\QWV[IVLPMTX\PMU\WOIQVKWVÅLMVKM°-UXTWaers were extremely impressed and our students are always
well-received.”
The Internship Search and Prep was attended by
many and will be holding another workshop on Feb. 6 and
8, also within Centennial Hall.
“There was a great turn out,” Murphy said. “It really is about maximizing power and rising up out of the
masses.”

220,000 students are expected
to enroll in credit and noncredit
classes by the end of the current academic year, bringing the
total number of students in the
MnSCU system to be around
420,000.
The University of Minnesota
schools, which includes campuses
in Crookston, Duluth, Morris,
Rochester, and the Twin Cities,
total enrollment for fall 2011 was
69,221.
MnSCU’s latest proposal for
state funding, found on the Minnesota Management and Budget
website, totals $278.7 million. The
University of Minnesota’s request
for state funds totaled $269.4
million.
Traditionally, MnSCU receives around the same number
of dollars from the state as does
the University of Minnesota. In
Gov. Mark Dayton’s proposed
bonding bill for 2012 he gave his
recommendations for state-funded
projects.
He recommended MnSCU receive $111.8 million in state funding. ISELF has already received
funding and is not included in
the bonding bill for 2012. Dayton
also proposed state funding for
the University of Minnesota to be
$107 million.
Dayton also proposed, which
is included in the bonding bill
totals, MnSCU and the University

of Minnesota schools receive $20
million each for Higher Education
Asset Preservation and Replacement (HEAPR).
6WUWVMa_I[[XMKQÅKITTa[M\
aside in Dayton’s 2012 proposal
for SCSU. Steven Ludwig, vice
president of Administrative Affairs said the university might not
receive any HEAPR money.
“We weren’t expecting money
NWZ[XMKQÅKXZWRMK\[º4]L_QO[IQL
The amount of money SCSU
could receive from the state
should not be a surprise, said Diana Burlison, associate vice president of Administrative Affairs.
“I would anticipate we would
be around $45 million,” Burlison
said.
Using the fall 2011 enrollment
numbers and Dayton’s proposed
bonding bill, the money from
the state breaks down to $557
per student attending a MnSCU
institution compared to $1,546
per student attending one of the
University of Minnesota schools.
If MnSCU enrollment does
reach around 420,000 by the end
of this academic year the amount
per student in the MnSCU system
would drop to around $266.

Book Talk emphasizes importance of student skill variety
Linda MacLeod
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“21st Century Skills: Learning for Life in Our
Times,” by Charles Fadel and Bernie Trillings was
the Book Talk selection on Jan. 26, 2012, in Atwood. Trillings is the global director for the Oracle
Education Foundation and Fadel is the global
leader for education at Cisco Systems. Trillings
and Fadel emphasize the importance for students
to develop a wide array of intellectual, social, and
pragmatic skills needed for success in the 21st
century. For example, adaptability, self-direction
and leadership are advocated by the authors as key
skills.
Trillins and Fadel support collaborative
learning. They wrote, “Students working in small
teams on collective tasks have been the subject of
hundreds of studies. All the research arrives at the
[IUMKWVKT][QWV·\PMZMIZM[QOVQÅKIV\JMVMÅ\[NWZ
students who work together on learning activities
compared to students who work alone.” This Book
Talk event was an exercise itself in collaborative
expression.
The event featured small group and shared
discussions involving administrators, faculty, staff,
students and a local business leader. Based on the

book, two questions were raised. What will the
world look like 20 years from now and what educational and learning experiences will students need
to lead a meaningful life?
Issues stemming from these questions included
the relationship of technology in people’s lives, the
concept of globalization and intercultural communication, multi-tasking, time management, maintaining a healthy balance between work and play by
fostering retreats into nature and off-line time outs.
The philosophical question of what is a meaningful
life was debated by participants without consensual
resolution. Could individual differences in what
constitutes a meaningful existence be attributed to a
cultural or generational gap?
Dr. Martinez-Saenz spoke about the “context
gap” between professors and students who have
different “cultural artifacts” and the importance of
collaborating with students in a spirit of openness to address relevant questions. He said how
we frame a discussion from the perspectives of the
stakeholders relative to the marketplace is important. According to a recent Gallup poll cited by
Career Services Center director, Addie Turkowski
on the question “why should you go to college?” 87
percent of students and 22 percent of teachers said
to get a job, which evidences another perceptual
gap in scholastic expectations.
Eight facilitators circulated and encouraged

an open exchange of ideas and views. They were:
Associate provost Miguel Martinez-Saenz (Undergraduate Education and Student Support), Addie
Turkowski (director Career Services Center), assistant professor Cindy Gruwell and professor Karen
Thoms (Learning Resources Services), district manager Steven Thayer, (Social Security Administration), and SCSU students Jarrod Wiggins, Tiffanie
Walentiny, Sarah Miller, and Juliet Ogembo.
Director Lalita Subrahmanyan, Center for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning said, “We
would like to be the ‘spark’ that lets others take
conversations to multiple levels.” She also said that
some times Book Talks “morph” into more book
talks, workshops, and webinars once an intriguing
dialogue has begun.
Book Talk began as a unique book club for
faculty and staff but is open to anyone. Books of
import pertaining to higher education or of general
interest can be proposed. Registration by email is
requested and those who register receive the book
under discussion on loan.
Published authors who are SCSU faculty also
have facilitated discussions on their own work. For
example, professor Bill Meissner will discuss his
novel “Spirits in the Grass,” Feb. 15, 2012, in the
Miller Center.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The book ‘21st Century Skills’
by Bernie Trilling and Charles
Fadel was the focus of the
workshop last Thursday.
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Touch-based to evolve with traditional input
Here’s what sets the faithful mice/mouse apart from
TECH COLUMN
gesture or touchpads.
In their current iterations
In the recent years, we’ve (gestures and touchpads),
seen leaps and bounds in
mice have the most range of
terms of input technology.
movement in exchange for
We’ve quickly accelerated
the least of physical space
beyond the basic keyboard
required -- and the boast the
and mouse into the realm of
most numbers of simulgestures and touch.
taneous command inputs
Gesture-based input
comparatively.
and touch-based input have
Simply put, a person
changed the landscape of
can execute more cominterfacing with our devices.
mands with less effort using a
Kinect, one of the more
mouse than they can with a
popular forms of gesturetouchpad.
based input devices, has
There’s no question that
turned into a household
touchpads have improved
name. Touchscreens infect
vastly to make left-clicking,
most of our handheld dedragging, right clicking, and
vices these days, and most
various other commands repeople don’t even notice
ally easily in the recent years.
touchscreen GPS devices in
0W_M^MZÅVOMZ[PI^MITQUcars anymore.
ited range of movements on
Most laptop users, Maca touchpad. Comparatively,
Book and PCs alike, have
a mouse utilizes movements
IT[W\ISMV\W\PZMMÅVOMZIVL NZWUJW\PÅVOMZ[IVL_ZQ[\[
\_WÅVOMZOM[\]ZM[WV\PMQZ
to register commands.
trackpads/touchpads. A reBy that logic, however,
cent article on Kotaku even
gesture- or movement-based
swore by trackpads, calling
input (Kinect, Mgestyk or
it the next evolutionary step
similar technology) have the
that could possibly replace
potential for far more simulkeyboard and mice-based
taneous commands. And it’s
gaming.
arguably true, though the
It’s true that these new
execution of such remains
forms of input are wondrous to be seen. Kinect, while
improvements in technology. accurate, still works only
Sadly however, far too many
with very general gestures.
people have taken the mice
It cannot be programmed to
for granted and forgotten
be too accurate, as human
what made it such a breakgestures vary greatly.
through in itself when it
And in between, we
was released. Far too many
have technology that aims
people have forgotten the
to blend both. Technology
special niche that’s insanely
such as the Wii’s controller
hard to replace.
or Sony’s PlayStation Move

Jun-Kai Teoh

(and various other lesser
known companies) aim to
combine both controller input and gesture-based input
to maximize immersion and
simultaneous commands.
The problem we then
face is the quick rate in
which users tire. It’s far more
XZIK\QKIT\WÆQKSI_ZQ[\WZ
ÅVOMZ\WUW^MJM\_MMV_MJpages or documents than it is
to wave a hand.
We also have iterations
such as Apple’s Mighty
(Magic) Mouse or Windows’
TouchMouse, that combines
touch-based input with that
of the traditional mouse.
And while it certainly has its
JMVMÅ\[\PMM`MK]\QWVQ[[\QTT
[ILTaÆI_ML6MQ\PMZUQKM
are comfortable for longterm usage.
While we’d like to think
that innovation drives technology, the truth lies closer
to market success driving
technology. The Apple
Mighty Mouse and Windows TouchMouse are not
comfortable to use for long
periods of time. Their reception amongst the masses
have been lukewarm at the
most, with mostly technology
enthusiasts and such adopting it.
If anything, the combination of both touch and
mice-based inputs or gesture
and mice-based inputs may
be the next step in traditional
human-computer interface.
It’s a evolutionary step, if not
the revolutionary step that
people are looking for -- the
synthesis of both worlds.

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Microsoft Touch Mouse aims to combine both the traditional mouse and
touch-based input.

Business
Details of SCSU’s contract with TCF bank
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

A recession such as the one we are currently facing can damage many things for many
different people and businesses. Many of the places that are often effected the most are
JIVS[_PWWN\MV\ISMUWZM\PIVÅVIVKQITJ]ZLMV)JIVS¼[KZMLQJQTQ\aQ[WN\MVX]\WV\PM
line during times like these.
In many ways, TCF is one of these banks. Once thought to be untouched when the
recession hit in 2008, their status has recently come across some hardship.
Quarterly earnings were posted on Jan. 24, revealing less-than-thrilling numbers for
QV^M[\WZ[8ZWÅ\[_MZM[PW_V\WJMK]\QVPITN NZWU\PMXZM^QW][aMIZI[TWIVQV\MZM[\IVL
service charge fees had dipped, still making $16.4 million. As a result, TCF’s stock fell 9
percent on the same day.
They continue to have a monopoly on student banking at SCSU, though. A recession
could never change that.
The reason for this is TCF and SCSU have a standing income contract that binds both
\WOM\PMZ\PZW]OP!<PMUIZZQIOMWN \PM[M\_WM[\IJTQ[PUMV\[JMVMÅ\[MIKPW\PMZQV\WW
many ways for it to be broken.
One of the most prominent examples is the income of student accounts by the university. Based on the number of the accounts, SCSU takes royalties from every account that is

connected with Campus Card. Up to 5,999 active accounts will pay out $18 per account,
6,000-6,999 will pay out $19 per account, with the trend continuing.
0I^QVOIJIVSTWKI\QWVQV)\_WWL_QTTXZW^M\WJM^MZaXZWÅ\IJTMTWKI\QWVNWZ<+.QV
\PMTWVOZ]V+]ZZMV\Ta;+;=KPIZOM[IÆI\IVVITZI\MWN  _Q\PIUWV\PTaZI\MWN 
$1,692. This means that SCSU makes around $40,000 per year from TCF. This also means
that TCF has one of the best locations on campus for relatively cheap, while being able to
maintain a small store that gets the same amount of business as a typical location.
Technology was also involved in the contract in order to keep account systems accurate.
SCSU is obligated to update its systems once each semester to inform TCF of accounts that
have detached from their Campus Cards, which includes accounts from students that have
graduated, dropped-out or left by other means. This allows TCF to operate under the latest
information, as well as providing the university with updated software on an annual basis.
A new operating system was also implemented in 2009 for SCSU. The funding for this
was provided by TCF with no cost to the university.
Though SCSU may have invested a substantial amount of time and money into this
agreement, TCF and it’s account holders remain largely independent from the university.
<PMKWV\ZIK\[XMKQÅKITTa[\I\M[\PI\JIVSQVY]QZQM[UILMJa[\]LMV\[U][\OWLQZMK\Ta\W
TCF and cannot be handled in any way the university.
The income contract between SCSU and TCF is public domain, as well as many other
documents pertaining to the same agreement.
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News Bulletin: Jan. 19 - Jan. 25
Bachmann announces run
for re-election to House

807<7+7=:<-;A1*<15-;+75

Michele Bachmann announced she will be running
NWZPMZNW]Z\P\MZUQV\PM0W][MWN :MXZM[MV\I\Q^M[

5QKPMTM*IKPUIVVX]\\WJMLY]M[\QWV[?MLVM[LIaWV_PM\PMZ[PM_QTTJM
Z]VVQVONWZINW]Z\P\MZUQV\PM0W][MWN 
:MXZM[MV\I\Q^M[
*IKPUIVV[XMISQVONWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
[QVKM[PM[][XMVLMLPMZXZM[QLMV\QITKIUXIQOVWV2IVIVVW]VKML[PM_QTTJMLMNMVLQVOPMZ=;0W][M[MI\QV5QVVM[W\I¼[
\P+WVOZM[[QWVIT,Q[\ZQK\
<PMLMKQ[QWV\WLMNMVLPMZ[MI\QV\PM
0W][M_I[UILMTM[[\PIVIUWV\PIN\MZ
[PMLZWXXMLW]\WN \PMXZM[QLMV\QITZIKMIN\MZIXWWZXMZNWZUIVKMQV\PM1W_IKI]K][
IVLMVLML[XMK]TI\QWVI[\W_PM\PMZ[PM

_W]TLUW^MWVNZWU\PM0W][M\WW\PMZ
\PQVO[
*IKPUIVV_WV\PM1W_I[\ZI_XWTTQV
)]O][\_PQKPXZW^ML\WJM\PMPQOPXWQV\
WN PMZXZM[QLMV\QITKIUXIQOV
1V1W_I*IKPUIVV¼[PWUM[\I\M[PM
ÅVQ[PML_Q\PXMZKMV\WN \PM^W\M;PM
\ZIQTML/78PWXMN]T[5Q\\:WUVMaIVL
:QKS;IV\WZ]UJaXMZKMV\:WUVMaIVL
;IV\WZ]UMIKPÅVQ[PML_Q\PXMZKMV\WN 
\PM^W\M
*IKPUIVVKWV\QV]M[\WJMWVMWN \PM
UW[\W]\[XWSMVWXXWVMV\[\W8ZM[QLMV\
*IZIKS7JIUI

Obama addresses nation

8ZM[QLMV\*IZIKS7JIUI
[IQL<]M[LIa\PI\\PMLMÅVQVOQ[[]MWN W]Z\QUMQ[PW_
\WSMMX\PMJI[QK)UMZQKIV
XZWUQ[MITQ^M<PI\XZWUQ[M
7JIUI[IQLQ[QN aW]_WZS
PIZLaW]KW]TLLW_MTT\W
ZIQ[MINIUQTaW_VIPWUM
[MVLSQL[\WKWTTMOMIVL
save a little for retirement.
¹6WKPITTMVOMQ[UWZM
urgent. No debate is more
important,” Obama said.
Obama addressed
+WVOZM[[[PWZ\TaIN\MZ 
XUWV<]M[LIaQVPQ[\PQZL
;\I\MWN \PM=VQWVILLZM[[
Congresswoman Gabriel
/QNNWZL[,)ZQb_PW
ZMTQVY]Q[PMLPMZ[MI\QV\PM
0W][M?MLVM[LIaZMKMQ^ML
I[\IVLQVOW^I\QWVI[[PM
[\MXXMLWV\W\PM0W][M
ÆWWZ

7JIUI[XWSMIJW]\
UW^QVONWZ_IZL_Q\PIXTIV
NWZIVMKWVWUa\PI\¼[J]QT\
\WTI[\<PMXTIVQV^WT^M[
moving forward on AmeriKIVUIV]NIK\]ZQVO)UMZQKIVMVMZOa[SQTT[NWZ)UMZQKIV_WZSMZ[IVLIZMVM_IT
WN )UMZQKIV^IT]M[7JIUI
said.
¹;W_MPI^MIP]OMWXXWZ\]VQ\aI\\PQ[UWUMV\
\WJZQVOUIV]NIK\]ZQVO
JIKS*]\_MPI^M\W[MQbM
Q\<WVQOP\UaUM[[IOM\W
J][QVM[[TMILMZ[Q[[QUXTM"
)[SaW]Z[MT^M[_PI\aW]KIV
LW\WJZQVORWJ[JIKS\WaW]Z
KW]V\ZaIVLaW]ZKW]V\Za
_QTTLWM^MZa\PQVO_MKIV\W
PMTXaW][]KKMMLº7JIUI
said.
7JIUIIT[W[XWSM\W\PM
QVKZMI[QVOVMMLNWZKPIVOM[

QV\PMML]KI\QWV[a[\MU
¹)\I\QUM_PMVW\PMZ
KW]V\ZQM[IZMLW]JTQVOLW_V
WVML]KI\QWV\QOP\J]LOM\[
PI^MNWZKML;\I\M[\WTIaWNN 
\PW][IVL[WN \MIKPMZ[?M
SVW_IOWWL\MIKPMZKIV
QVKZMI[M\PMTQNM\QUMQVKWUM
WN IKTI[[ZWWUJaW^MZ
ºPM[IQL
Students in all states,
7JIUI[IQL[PW]TLJMZMY]QZML\W[\IaQV[KPWWT]V\QT
\PMaOZIL]I\MWZ\]ZV 
Keeping student loan
interests from rising was an807<7+7=:<-;A7.<0-/:17+75
W\PMZQUXWZ\IV\XIZ\WN \PM
President Obama gave his third State of the Union
XTIV\WQUXZW^MML]KI\QWV
address on Tuesday.
¹)\I\QUM_PMV)UMZQQV2]Ta-`\MVL\PM\]Q\QWV
KPIVKM\WMIZV\PMQZ_Ia
KIV[W_MUWZMQV\]Q\QWV
\I`KZMLQ\_M[\IZ\ML\PI\
\PZW]OPKWTTMOMJaLW]JTQVO
LMJ\\PIVKZMLQ\KIZLLMJ\
[I^M[UQLLTMKTI[[NIUQTQM[
\PMV]UJMZWN _WZS[\]La
\PQ[+WVOZM[[VMML[\W[\WX
\PW][IVL[WN LWTTIZ[)VL
RWJ[QV\PMVM`\Å^MaMIZ[º
\PMQV\MZM[\ZI\M[WV[\]OQ^MUWZMaW]VOXMWXTM\PM Obama said.
dent loans from doubling

Gingrich wins primary

ACROSS

1. Remove errors from
6. Armada
11. Go through the air
14. Palm cockatoo
15. Slow
16. Fish eggs
17. Convert from one language to another
19. American Dental Association
20. What we pay the government
21. Short musical compositions
23. New Zealand native
26. Pleasure trip
27. Forestry
31. Pelvic
32. Dish
33. Colloid
36. Trade
37. Without delay
38. French Sudan, today
39. S
40. Lacquer ingredient
41. “To err is _____”
&DSDEOHRIZLQQLQJIDYRU
2UGHURIEXVLQHVV
47. Tendency
48. The excrement of sea
ELUGV
49. Keen
53. 18-wheeler
54. Accuse
59. L
60. Sir, in India
61. Strange
62. French for “Summer”
63. Wear away
64. Respond

crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com

6M_\/QVOZQKP\WWSIJQO[\MX\W_IZL\PM/78VWUQVI\QWV
_Q\PPQ[^QK\WZaQV\PM;W]\P+IZWTQVIXZQUIZaWV;I\]ZLIa
/QVOZQKP_PWPILaM\\WXQKS]XI^QK\WZaMVLML\PMVQOP\
_Q\PXMZKMV\WN \PM^W\M[:WUVMa_PWÅVQ[PML[MKWVLQV
\PMXZQUIZaZMKMQ^MLR][\]VLMZ XMZKMV\_PQTM:QKS;IV\WZ]U
IVL:WV8I]TÅVQ[PML_Q\PXMZKMV\IVLXMZKMV\ZM[XMKtively.
/QVOZQKPIN\MZPQ[^QK\WZaQV;W]\P+IZWTQVIVW_TMIL[\PM
XIKS_Q\PLMTMOI\M[:WUVMaPI[!;IV\WZ]UIVL8I]T
\PZMM
?Q\P\PMZM[]T\[WN \PM1W_I+I]K][JMQVOW^MZ\]ZVMLQV
NI^WZWN ;IV\WZ]U/QVOZQKP¼[^QK\WZaOQ^M[\PZMMWN \PMNW]Z
ZMUIQVQVO/78PWXMN]T[WVM^QK\WZaIN\MZ\PMQZ\PQZL[\WXWV\PM
trail.

DOWN
1. Information
2. Be mistaken
3. Sheep sound
4. Ashes holder
5. Involving the stomach
6. Linen is made from this
plant
7. Tardy
8. Goddess of discord (Greek
mythology)
9. Bigheadedness
10. The shaved crown of a
monk
11. Candid
12. Hostel
13. Bakery supply
18. Secular
22. A single thing
23. Units of distance
24. Assumed name
25. Elliptical
%XUODSÀEHU
27. Pro or con

Answers for Jan. 23

28. Not lower
29. Andean animal
30. Implied
33. Street urchin
34. African antelope
35. Water chestnut
37. Seaweed
38. Speechless
40. Approve of
41. A persistent attacker
42. Motel
43. Detail
44. Concur
45. Remorse
86ELUGV\PERO
5HÁHFWHGVRXQG
50. Dry
51. Taunt
5HGYHJHWDEOH
55. Hearing organ
56. Born
57. The genus of macaws
58. Twitch

We want
to hear
from you

,WaW]PI^MIVa
\PW]OP\[WZWXQVQWV[
WVIVaWN \PMIZ\QKTM[
aW]PI^MZMILQV\PM
=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQKTM'
?MTT_M_IV\\WPMIZ
_PI\aW]PI^M\W[Ia
Go to our website and
OW\W\PM[]JUQ\IXQ\KP
TQVSAW]ZWXQVQWV[_QTT
JMPW[\MLWV\PQ[XIOM
WZW]ZWXQVQWV[MK\QWV

<PM+PZWVVQM[PWTLUMM\QVO[M^MZa
5WVLIaIVL?MLVM[LIaQV\PMJI[MUMV\
of Stewart Hall. We meet at noon in
ZWWU;WUM\QUM[_MPI^MKWNNMMIVL
donuts.
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Religion has no place in journalism
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

The Chronicle staff was fortunate enough to be able to
attend the Minnesota Newspaper Association conference
this weekend.
.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PMKWTTMOMI_IZL[_MZMXZM[MV\ML
during the general awards ceremony. None of us had ever
been to the annual banquet, and we were in for a surprise.
Before the banquet, my coworkers and I were sitting in
chairs in the back of the hall as others sat down to dinner.
As we settled down, we barely heard an introduction followed by, “Dear Lord, thank you for…”
First, we were confused. Then, we were stunned. Then,
we were uncomfortable.
Finally, I was disappointed.
Especially as the man saying the prayer went on to
thank “God” and “the Lord” for everything from the food
to – no kidding – a government who allowed us to have
free speech.

A journalist thanking a Christian god for the government.
I felt like I’d fallen through the looking glass.
When we asked our adviser, a long-time and respected
member of MNA, he said it was tradition. The banquet
had started with a prayer as long as he could remember.
Journalism is intended to be a watchdog of the powers that be. Religious establishments should be eyed just as
critically as any other institution. This is not to mention the
fact that the Christian worldview, like any religious worldview, creates an inherent bias in the way news is reported.
This is not to even mention the fact that the prayer was
so narrow. Saying “God” excludes Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and of course Atheists; any call to a higher
power is exclusive.
A journalist’s job is to watch the government. They are
there to insure that the people’s government is being run
honestly and with the best interests of the people in mind.
Journalists should not, on principle, ever give thanks for the
government.

In many cases, tradition is the enemy of justice. This is
one of those cases.
I’m not a religion-hating, tradition-busting, government-hating, hippie/progressive/Atheist. I myself identify
as a person of faith, and some traditions are worth keeping.
1VIÅMTL\PI\[\ZQ^M[NWZNIQZVM[[XZWOZM[[Q^MVM[[IVL
universal appeal, a prayer at a ceremony intended to award
good journalism is completely inappropriate.
Fellow MNA members and award winners, let’s rememJMZ_PI\UISM[][\PMJM[\QVW]ZÅMTL4M\¼[ZMUMUJMZNWZ
whom we really work.
It’s not for God, Buddha, Allah, Obama, Shiva,
Dawkins, Vishnu, Yahweh, Congress or anyone else.
It’s for our fellow women, men, children and everyone
_PWQLMV\QÅM[IVa_PMZMQVJM\_MMV1\¼[NWZ\PMXMWXTMI\
the mercy of the institution.
We write to serve the people. We write to enable change
for the better.
Continue to strive to that ideal, and don’t bow to the
most powerful institutions in the world.

Punishment should
correspond to crime
Brenna Casey
COPY EDITOR

It is no secret that SOPA and PIPA have sparked a worldwide, multi-media controversy. As further amendments have
continued to delay the resolution of the bills, new threats
have risen as a result. However, in the midst of it all is perhaps a greater moral dilemma.
Kim Dotcom, owner of the multi-billion dollar site
Megaupload, is now faced with potentially 20 years in prison
for an assortment of crimes. While his involvement in these
crimes has not been disputed, many individuals are beginning
to question to the integrity of the justice system.
While Dotcom is being made an example of by the global
community, thousands of pedophiles and sex offenders are
walking free with nothing more than a slap on the wrist.
Granted, I understand the wide variety of crimes which
can lead to a “sex” crime (i.e. urinating in public), however,
there are far too many offenders who have brutally assaulted
another individual and have not been reprimanded for their
acts.
The hypocrisy of the internet is perplexing as individuals such as Julian Assange who have exposed corporations
and government agencies are made out to be criminals while
Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, is deemed “Man of
the Year” after selling users’ private information to corpora\QWV[NWZXZWÅ\
Often forgotten is Phillip Greaves, the author of “The Pedophile’s Guide to Love and Pleasure: A Child-Lover’s Code
of Conduct.” In 2010, Greaves published this “how-to” guide
and sold copies via Amazon.com. Protected by the freedom
of speech, the guide explained how to rape and molest young
children in great detail and illustration. Additionally, the book
featured how to properly groom and prepare children for
sexual acts and how to teach them to lie to their parents after.
Greaves received two years probation and did not have to
register as a sex offender.
Perhaps even more disturbing is the story of Junko FuZ]\IIaMIZWTL2IXIVM[MOQZT_PW_I[PWZZQÅKITTa\WZ\]ZML
for 44 days. Her captors brutally raped and mutilated her for
over a month and for their crimes received eight years. They
are currently walking free amongst the rest of society.
Similarly, Joran Van Der Sloot, the main suspect in the
disappearance of Natalee Holloway recently admitted to
murdering Stephany Flores. Van Der Sloot’s infamous ties to
international crimes have made the worldwide community
aware of the need for unifying policies and cohesion.
While the governments of the world have banded together against piracy, unspeakable crimes are being commit\MLIOIQV[\\PMQZKQ\QbMV[<PMaIZMUWZM]VQÅMLIOIQV[\\PM
idea of losing monetary funds than the protection of their
people. The cyber world has deeply disturbed the morals and
integrity of individuals as the intangible has become more
important than the livelihood of those who use the internet.
Dotcom is certainly not the villain that the media has
made him out to be when compared to individuals such as
Joran Van Der Sloot and Phillip Greaves are victimizing real
individuals in the real world.

Stop recreating ‘Jurassic Park’
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Curiosity killed the cat. They say
satisfaction brought it back, but I’m
pretty sure that if scientists manage to
clone a bunch of raptors like everyone
hopes, there won’t be much of us left
by the year 3000.
Sure, bringing back the dinosaurs
seems like a pretty cool idea on the
surface. For one, the curiosity of dinoMV\P][QI[\[_W]TLÅVITTaJM[I\Q[ÅML
since we really don’t know jack about
these creatures as they were in life,
despite years and years of attempting
to piece together scraps of evidence
left behind after their extinction. Not
only that, but dinosaurs are freaking
awesome. Why not bring them back?
Well, I’ll tell you why not. Dino[I]Z[KIVJMJQO\PMaKIVJMÅMZKM
and when given the chance, they will
kill you. I’ve heard plenty of curious
cats shrug off that last little detail,
putting all their faith in large, heavilysecured labs located on a remote island
somewhere meant to keep these beasts
away from the general public. But I
always wonder, haven’t any of them
seen “Jurassic Park”? For me at least,
that movie brought up more than
enough reasons why not to bring back
the dinosaurs.
Besides, is the idea of bringing back
dinosaurs even possible? In short, no.
Not only do scientists not have enough

DNA to clone dinosaurs, but even if
they did, the world is a very different
place now. As Dino Don said on scholastic.com, “Life wouldn’t be so good
for the dinosaurs now either - different
weather, different plants, even different
air.” Therefore, a dinosaur probably
couldn’t even survive on our planet as
Q\Q[\WLIa]VTM[[[KQMV\Q[\[ÅO]ZMLW]\
how to address the problem somehow
by, say, recreating their habitats in a lab
somewhere.
At the same time, successfully
bringing back other extinct animals
might be a possibility in the near
future, which (depending on the
animal) might not be such a bad idea.
According to National Geographic,
scientists have apparently brought back
a bucardo (or ‘Pyrenean ibex’), an
animal that went extinct in 2000, using a frozen skin sample in 2003. The
clone died minutes after birth, but the
fact that they could do it at all is still a
pretty big deal.
Still, dino-enthusiasts shouldn’t
get too excited. Senior scientist at the
Smithsonian’s National Zoological
Park in Washington, D.C. David Wildt
told National Geographic that “the
public should not leap to the conclusion that we are on the edge of cloning
woolly mammoths or dinosaurs. Even
if such embryos could be constructed,
there are no appropriate surrogate
mothers for long-dead species.”

That’s not the end of it, however,
as further digging into the subject
JZW]OP\]XIVW\PMZ\MZZQNaQVO[KQMV\QÅK
discovery at the University of Wisconsin-Madison recently. As ABC reported, scientists from UW-Madison and
Manchester, United Kingdom were
attempting to study how birds evolved
NZWU¹ÆaQVOVWVI^QIVZMX\QTM[\W\PM
feathered creatures we now know”
when they accidentally grew chickens
with teeth. Yes, teeth. ABC even went
as far as to say they were saber-like,
which is a really terrifying thought.
Despite this only happening in the
embryo (since the saber-tooth chickens
never hatched), it’s still a major stride
in the name of science in the sense that
it’s now very possible to create these
KT]KSQVOVQOP\UIZM[QV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM
After overseeing the project, John
Fallon of the University of Wisconsin
told ABC, “These results provide clear
evidence that these chickens possess
the memory of the past; they have retained the ability to make teeth, under
certain conditions. What I am describing is evolution.”
Ask any chicken farmer and they’ll
tell you the same thing; grab the shotgun and prepare yourself, America, as
the Midwest’s most annoying, feisty,
and unnecessarily bitter little birds are
now evolving backwards. Good luck to
us all.

Movie remakes require attention to detail

Lauren Willms
OPINIONS EDITOR

As a true lover of movies, I am very skeptical about remakes.
Don’t get me wrong; I am all for bringing
back old ideas in new and creative ways. HowM^MZQN aW]IZMOWQVO\WZMUISMIKTI[[QKÅTU
or even just an old one, don’t insult it. A remake
[PW]TLN]TÅTTITTWN \PM[IUMXTW\XWQV\[I[\PM
old one, even if it’s in a different way.
Let’s begin with one of my favorite movies: Ocean’s Eleven. The reason why I referred
to it as my favorite movie rather than favorite
remake is because I like both the original and
the remake equally. The original is a classic
casino heist, mixing class and trickery with
then popular actors such as Frank Sinatra and
Dean Martin. Using what was then advanced
technology, the movie takes witty twists and

turns through the process of the largest casino
robbery yet to take place.
I can respect Steven Soderbergh’s 2001
remake for many reasons. One reason is that the
plotline follows the original very closely, but is
not simply the same lines with different actors.
Additional scenes and lines were added to better
shape the plotline and the new portrayals of the
original characters. That, paired with newer
technology, created a more updated version of
the original idea. With an equally respectable
all-star cast featuring George Clooney and Brad
8Q\\\PQ[ÅTUKWUJQVMLITTWN \PMMTMUMV\[WN 
\PMWTLMZÅTU_Q\PP]UWZIVLM`XMZ\LQZMK\QWV
to create a successful, well-rounded remake.
Unfortunately, all remakes are not this well
done. For example, take the 1960s Alfred HitchKWKSKTI[[QK¹8[aKPWº<PQ[ÅTUQ[IKPQTTQVO
story of a woman searching for her sister who
went missing days earlier. We learn early on that
a quiet hotel owner with an intense Oedipus
complex murdered the woman. The acting and
plotline combined with the chilling directing
styles of Hitchcock make this black and white
ÅTUIVM[XMKQITTaPI]V\QVOWVM
“Psycho” was re-made in 1998, starring
Julianne Moore and Vince Vaughn, directed
by Gus Van Sant. As previously mentioned,
remakes have more potential when they closely
follow the original storyline. This version fol-

lowed it almost exactly, but with the modern
style paired with original plot and dialogue, (not
to mention misinterpretation of a character),
made this version of the classic nothing but
a bore. I hate to say it, but as time advances
the public expects more from movies. While
the original was horrifying in its time, with the
emergence of serial killers such as Michael
Myers and Jason, people want to see more than
a murder in the shower and a push down the
stairs. In this case, it would have been necessary
to put in additional scenes and more graphic
depictions to make it more appealing to audiences in 1998 rather than audiences in 1960.
The remake and original versions of William Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet” creates
an unfortunate contrast. While Franco ZefÅZMTTQ¼[! WZQOQVITNWTTW_ML\PM[\WZaITUW[\
exactly, it is again a question of interest. The
original play was written in the 1500s, and
trying to apply the same dialogue, dress, and
scenes to the big screen centuries later and still
SMMXOMVMZITUW^QM_I\KPMZ[QV\MZM[\MLQ[ILQNÅcult task. For one who is a lover of Shakespeare,
\PMÅTU_I[MVRWaIJTM0W_M^MZ1JMTQM^M\PI\
the 1996 remake was a much better approach to
an onscreen depiction of a classic love story.
While director Baz Luhrmann used the
same dialogue, his modernization of the
original story while following the same plot and

character development made for a much more
QV\MZM[\QVOÅTU0M][MLUWZM^QJZIV\KWTWZ[
modern music, and modern dress, yet still
portrayed the essence of the story. Modern day
weapons were used as well, which only made
\PMÅTUUWZMM`KQ\QVO;MMQVOIKTI[[QKXWX]TIZ
story portrayed in world similar to the one we
live in today makes the same story much more
visually and mentally appealing.
It seems that I am contradicting myself
when it comes to modernizing movies. I am prepared to defend that notion. When it comes to
the modern re-make of “Psycho”, it involves the
aspect of horror and its development over time.
;QUXTaZMUISQVOIÅTU\PI\_I[[KIZaQV!
does not mean it will be equally as scary today.
When it comes to “Romeo and Juliet”, the
better remake shows the versatility of the original story. It is easy to manipulate the same idea
and create a new version if the story is timeless.
When it comes to analyzing the re-making
of movies, it is important to not only pay attention to similar and different plot points, but also
time periods and modernization.
There are so many more good and bad
remakes, 800 words just isn’t enough.
<PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN IOWWLZMUISMQ[\PM
closely following the original, combined with
unique and current details to make the new
version its own.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Jan.
30 at 8 p.m.
The Acoustic Project at The
Local Blend, Monday, Jan. 30
at 5 p.m.
Open Mic at The Local Blend,
Tuesday, Jan. 31 at 7 p.m.
Sirrus Brass Choir Concert
at the Performing Arts Center
recital hall, Tuesday, Jan. 31
at 7 p.m.

Monday, january 30, 2012

‘Dillos light up the stage with RS Top 25
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

;M^MZITU][QKITIZ\Q[\[
take their positions on
the Pioneer Place’s stage,
preparing their guitars
and drums to play classic
rock songs. Opening with
IKWUQKIT^QLMWWN ZMI[WV[
they should be on a Rolling
;\WVMUIOIbQVMKW^MZ<PM
.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[JIVL
began to play.
A textured background
and a giant projector were
set up behind the band.
Pictures of the artists who
sang the original songs
created the backdrop.
Images of bands such as
The Beatles rolled while
\PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[
wowed the crowd with
their latest performance.
The theme for the show
centered on old rock songs
and was titled “Rolling
Stone’s Top 25 Rock Songs
of All Time.”
Adam Terry, Technical
Director for the Pioneer
Place for eight years,
described the Armadillo’s
show.
“The line-up is in
ZM^MZ[MWZLMZNZWU[WVO

number 25 to song number
one, which makes an amazQVOJITIVKMIVLÆW_º[IQL
Terry.
Rolling Stone magazine
released an issue entitled
¹<PM/ZMI\M[\;WVO[
Of All Time” in 2004.
Of the many songs, The
.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[KPW[M
to play the best of the best.
The band rocked out the
top 25 songs on the list,
building suspense with the
backwards order.
?Q\PM`XMZQMVKMLJIVL
members, the Armadillos
showcased their talents.
?Q\PO]Q\IZ[IKKWZLQWV[
horns, tambourines, keyboard, bass, and more, they
utilized many instruments.
Multiple members sang as
_MTT<PMJIVLQV^Q\MLI
special guest, Cassandra
Mae Jopp, who won ABC’s
reality singing competition show called “Karaoke
Battle USA”. After winning
the championship for the
show in Ireland, Jopp
earned a record deal. She
is currently recording her
ÅZ[\ITJ]U
Acting as the star, she
sang songs from “Let it Be”
by The Beatles to “Be My

Baby” by The Ronettes
with the Armadillos.
Throughout the night,
the band performed traLQ\QWVIT^MZ[QWV[WN [WVO[
from “Purple Haze” by
Jimi Hendrix, to “Born to
Run” by Bruce Springs-

included a special appearIVKMJa-T^Q[<PM3QVO
walked through the crowd
onto the stage, wearing all
black leather with his hair
[TQKSMLJIKSQV-T^Q[¼[[\aTM
He sang “Hound Dog,”
which was number 19 on

“The Armadillos sell out
M^MZa[PW_IVL\PMaIZMWVMWN 
the highest quality musicians
around. No matter the theme,
you can be sure the performance
_QTTJM^MZa_MTTLWVMº
Adam Terry
Technical Director for the Pioneer Place
teen. In Springsteen’s song,
the lead singer screamed
the lyrics, and then turned
IZW]VL?Q\PPQ[JIKS\W
the audience, the lights
JTIbMLQVÆI[PM[WN _PQ\M
lights like lightning.
Besides lighting effects
and guitar solos, other features of the performance

the charts. Higher songs on
\PMTQ[\QVKT]LML¹1?IV\\W
Hold Your Hand” by The
Beatles and “Like A Rolling Stone” by Bob Dylan.
.IV[KPMMZMLIVL
praise the show afterward.
Denise Bauer, season ticket
PWTLMZNWZÅ^MaMIZ[ILWZM[
the band. “I was hooked

QV[\IV\Ta_PMV1ÅZ[\[I_
the Armadillos six years
ago and I really like the
[PW_º*I]MZ[IQL¹-T^Q[
was great.”
Dick Rengel, another
season ticket holder for
the Armadillo’s shows,
XZIQ[ML\PMOZW]X¹.WZ][
\WPI^M\PQ[\ITMV\QV;\
Cloud is fabulous. They
added another show for
.ZQLIaVQOP\IVLQ\[WTLW]\
in twenty minutes,” said
Rengel.
“The Armadillos sell
W]\M^MZa[PW_IVL\PMa
are one of the highest quality musicians around. No
matter the theme, you can
be sure the performance
_QTTJM^MZa_MTTLWVMº
Terry said.
<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTlos will be performing their
“Rolling Stone’s Top 25
Rock Songs of All Time”
[PW_2IV\PZW]OP.MJ
2, 2012 at the Pioneer
Place’s Main Stage theater.
8MZNWZUIVKM[[\IZ\I\"
p.m. and the last song is
ZM^MITMLI\IJW]\XU
<QKSM\[KW[\ >Q[Q\
___XXÅ^MKWU\WX]Zchase tickets or for more
information.

Paragraph 175 at the Atwood
Theater, Wednesday, Feb. 1 at
7 p.m.
The Pioneer Place hosts The
Fabulous Armadillos’ ‘RS
Magazine Top 25,’ Monday,
Jan. 30-Thursday, Feb. 2 at
7:30 p.m.
The Pioneer Place hosts
the Stearns Co. Pachanga
Society on Friday, Feb. 3 at
7:30 p.m.
Lisa Lynn will be performing
at the Veranda Lounge,
Friday, Feb. 3 at 9 p.m.
Big Sing Choir Festival at
Ritsche Auditorium, Saturday,
Feb. 4 at 5 p.m.
Matt Velline at the Veranda
Lounge, Saturday, Feb. 4 at 9
p.m.
The Atwood Theater will
be showing ‘The Three
Musketeers’, Thursday, Feb.
2 - Saturday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m.
and also at 10:30 p.m. on
Feb. 3
‘Nazi Persecution of
Homosexuals’ Art Exhibit in
the Atwood Memorial Center
Gallery Jan. 16-Feb. 23
Skilly & Duff at the Pioneer
Place has been postponed until the
summer.

A);516<+0574));;<>1;=)4;-,1<7:

The Fabulous Armadillos performed the ‘Rolling Stones Top 25 Rock Songs of All Time’ at the Pioneer Place which
included songs by the Beach Boys, Bob Dylan, The Beatles, and more. They will be performing this theme until Feb. 2.

TALES FROM THE DEAD SCENE: Java Z
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

There was once a time
in St. Cloud’s history where
anyone of any age could
walk downtown and pay
Å^MLWTTIZ[\W[MMU][QK
One of the monuments to
the local music scene was
\PM2I^IB
<PM2I^IB_I[IKWNNMM
[PWX^MV]M\PI\PW[\ML
TWKITJIVL[<PM^MV]M¼[
specialty was bringing an
eclectic mix of local artists
to St. Cloud.
1V!! \PM2I^IB
started when a 20 year
old Shawn Kroll and Troy
Cable bought a warehouse
downtown, located where
the new Chipotlé will be.
“Basically, instead of
going to college, a buddy
and I decided to see if we
KW]TLV¼\W_VI^MV]M1LMKQLML\WR]UXQVNIKMÅZ[\
and take out a loan. See
I was a musician and my
ÅZ[\QV\MZM[\_I[JI[QKITTa
\WJMQV^WT^ML_Q\P\PM
coffee cafe. It seemed like
IVMI\Å\2I^IBIVL\PM
2I^I2WQV\_MZM[QUQTIZ<PM
2I^IBPILITW\UWZMWN I
^IZQM\aWN U][QK?MLQLV¼\
PI^MIXIZ\QK]TIZOMVZM\PI\
we were trying to reach, it
_I[IVa\PQVOIVLM^MZathing from hardcore metal
to folk. That was our main
UQ[[QWV?PMV_MJW]OP\
\PM2I^IB_MKZMI\MLI
ZMITTaKWWT[KMVM?MNMT\
like we birthed that whole
concept of what we were
doing, where there were no
boundaries of a particular

kind of genre.”
<PM2I^IBM`Q[\MLI\
\PM[IUM\QUM\PI\\PM2I^I
Joint was up and running.
<PM2I^I2WQV\XZMKMLML
\PM2I^IBJaINM_aMIZ[
The main difference be\_MMV\PM\_W^MV]M[_I[
\PI\\PMB¼[UIQVX]ZXW[M
was to bring a mix of music whereas the Joint’s focus
was bringing punk rock to
the downtown scene.
“A really cool scene
really burst out around
1999,” Kroll said. There
was a lot of action and
Q\_I[I^MZaTIZOMXTIKM
It was double the size of
\PM2I^I2WQV\1\_I[IJQO
old warehouse type place,
with a big garage door that
opened up. It was a neat
atmosphere for sure.”
The bands that helped
breathe air into the local
atmosphere were mainly
local. Many of the bands
were either highschool
bands, bands run by St.
Cloud citizens or bands
hailing from Minneapolis.
“The biggest pulls that
_W]TLPI^MW^MZXMWple in the place were bands
TQSM8IQV:Q^MV;QUXTQKQI
,W_VIVL)JW^M)TXPI
+MV\IZQ?WWSQMNWW\IVL
some of the local highschool bands really piled
the place in,” Kroll said.
<PM^MV]MPILI[XW\
for couches and coffee in
the corner and released
a monthly calendar with
their upcoming shows.
Kroll said that the
calendar would contain
certain emblems on the

A);516<+0574));;<>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Java Z, a venue of the old St. Cloud music scene, was once located
where the new Chipotle is being built. It was open from 1998 to 2001.
dates, adding “A spider
would mean that the show
was hardcore, a peace
sign meant it was kind of
jam-bandy, hippy style. It
was a cool system that we
had going and people were
excited to be a part of it.
?MPILITW\WN XMWXTM
^WT]V\MMZº
The atmosphere,
PW_M^MZLQ[[QXI\MLIN\MZ
two and a half years. The
^MV]M_I[[]KKM[[N]T
boasting mic nights and
weekend shows that had
W^MZXIZ\QKQXIV\[IVL
LIaTWVOU][QKNM[\Q^IT[J]\
the landlord decided not to
ZMVM_\PM2I^IB¼[TMI[M
3ZWTT[IQL¹?MVM^MZ
UQ[[MLIXIaUMV\?M_MZM
so busy there, it was really
successful. Basically the
landlord couldn’t handle
the kids that were coming.
?PMVaW]PI^MSQL[
there I think he [the landlord] just didn’t like dealing
_Q\PQ\?M_MZM[]KKM[[-

ful, we were making our
payments and there was no
Q[[]M_Q\P\PI\?M_MZMZMITTaPI^QVOITW\WN N]V_Q\P
it and to see it all go away
_I[^MZaLQNÅK]T\º
Shortly after the demise
WN \PM2I^IB+IOTMIVL
3ZWTT\WWSW^MZ\PM2I^I
Joint.
3ZWTT[IQL¹?PMV_M
were unloading our gear,
UW^QVOW]\WN \PM2I^IB
Roxanne the owner of the
2I^I2WQV\KITTML][IVL[IQL
she wanted out. She heard
that we were done with
where we were at. There
_MZM[QUQTIZ^MV]M[IVL
[\]NN)\\PM\QUM_MOI^MQ\
some thought and decided
\WOWNWZQ\?MJW]OP\\PM
2I^I2WQV\\WSMMX\PMU][QK
[KMVMITQ^Mº
<PM2I^I2WQV\UM\I
similar fate in 2006 when it
closed its doors.
Kroll said he felt little
support from the city and
businesses downtown,

adding “Downtown did not
want to support an all-ages
U][QK^MV]M<PMaLQLV¼\
like kids hanging out in the
[\ZMM\<PMa_MZMVM^MZ
helping us. It seemed to be
more of a struggle with the
city than a support system
from the city. They were
trying to change their image of the downtown, and
we weren’t in it.”
Since the closing of
<PM2I^I2WQV\<PM2I^I
B<PM.I\/WI\IVL<PM
Playa’s Lounge, St. Cloud
has not seen an all ages
^MV]M
3ZWTT[IQL¹1¼LTW^M\W
[MM[WUMJWLaZMQV^MV\I
scene and try to start up
IVITTIOM[^MV]M1LQLQ\
myself for ten years and
now someone else can take
\PMZMQOV[IVLZMQV^MV\\PM
scene in St. Cloud.”
.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWV
on this topic, go to http://
stcloudscene.wordpress.
com.
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Stephen Daldry accurately depicts novel
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW

“Extremely Loud & Incredibly
+TW[MºQ[ILZIUIÅTUJI[MLWV\PM
award-winning novel of the same
title. The exceptional novel was
written by Jonathan Safran Foer
and was published in 2005.
Recounting the 9/11 events and
its aftermath, the story of “Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close”
is told from a child’s viewpoint.
A beloved man’s death during
the execrable 9/11 attacks on the
World Trade Center leaves behind
his distraught wife and his confused,
only son.
The narrator and main character, Oskar Schell, is remembering
the luminescent decade his father
spent with him until his sudden
death and funeral.
<PMKPQTL7[SIZÅVL[Q\LQNÅK]T\\WPMITNZWU\PQ[OZMI\NIUQTa
loss, being an only child and having
been “incredibly close” to his father.
Among the things Oskar has
learned from his father is how different the world can be, but always
“extremely loud.” Both of Oskar’s
parents believe he is intellectually
motivated and courageous despite
his several fears.
The young Schell is known to
be strangely curious about everything and easily emotional, probably having Asperger’s syndrome,
I[XMKQÅK\aXMWN )]\Q[U7[SIZ
is convinced that his father has
reserved a secret message for him

to learn and achieve somewhere in
the city.
Oskar reconnects with relatives
close to his father. When the young
boy discovers a key with a note in a
vase that supposedly belonged to his
father, he’s motivated to search all
W^MZ\PMKQ\a\WÅVL\PMW_VMZIVL
purpose of the odd key. The note
claims the key belongs to someone
named “Black”.
7[SIZÅVL[W^MZXMWXTM
named “Black” that live in New
York. He decides to contact and
meet each person. To the boy’s further dismay, none of these people
seem to know anything about the
mysterious key or Mr. Schell.
In anger and frustration about
his recent experiences, Oskar proceeds to destroy everything that had
to do with the odd key.
Later on, Oskar learns the truth
about the scavenger hunt and some
hidden facts about his father’s early
life. Oskar recollects everything and
makes a scrapbook for his father
about his detailed scavenger hunt.
After reaching the end of his
KWUXTM`RW]ZVMaPMÅVITTaUISM[
peace with his father’s passing.
The movie was released nationwide on Jan. 20 and is approximately 139 minutes long.
The movie is rated PG-13 for
dramatic thematic elements.
<PMÅTU[\IZ[\PMIKKWUXTQ[PML
actors Tom Hanks, Thomas Horn,
Sandra Bullock, and John Goodman.
Tom Hanks plays the adult

version of the central character,
Thomas Schell. It was familiar in a
modernized way to view the awardwinning actor as a mysterious and
complex character.
It was pleasant to watch such
a brilliant performance by Tom
Hanks after a long time and calming to watch the highly-acclaimed
actor in a wise, caring parental role.
Thomas Horn plays the younger version of Oskar Schell. The
young actor was discovered through
a commercial ad and was offered a
movie audition instantaneously. The
young actor is impressively talented
and has a vivid future ahead in the
ÅTUQVL][\Za
Sandra Bullock plays the supporting role of Linda Schell. The
experienced actress delivers a powerful performance as the perturbed
single mother and depressed widow.
John Goodman as Stan the doorman brings the light and cheery to
the tragic anecdote.
The movie also features Max
von Sydow, Zoe Caldwell, and Dennis Hearn all in compelling roles.
<PMÅTUQ[LQZMK\MLJa;\MXPMV
Daldry, produced by Scott Rudin
and the screenplay was written by
Eric Roth.
<PMÅTUQ[Y]Q\MIKK]ZI\M\W
the novel, capturing not only the
storyline, plot, and characters but
also the scenes, dialogue, and details
precisely.
“Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close” has been in theaters for
hardly a week and the movie has

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB.COM

‘Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close’ was released nationwide
on Jan. 2. The movie includes Tom Hanks, Sandra Bullock and
Thomas Horn.
already grossed over $11, 237, 000.
5aZI\QVONWZ\PMÅTU¹-`tremely Loud & Incredibly Close” is
eight out of 10.
Despite the anguishing anec-

dote, “Extremely Loud & Incredibly
Close” brings meaning and peace
to the complicated concepts of life,
death and everything in between.

RATING:

‘Terraria’ resembles
‘Minecraft’, adds new twist
Ryan Hanenburg
GAME REVIEW

Terraria is an indie RPG
game in the same vein as
Minecraft; it is developed by
Re-Logic. Terraria is a game
about exploration. It’s about
making your own experience and creating your own
world.
Graphics: 7/10
Terraria is a 2D spritebased game with visuals that
hearken back to the days of
the original Nintendo Entertainment System.
If you’re looking for a
realistic stylized game then
you should look somewhere
else. However, the graphics
are perfect for the type of
game that Terraria is trying
to be and it keeps the game
on the light side of memory
usage and storage space.
One should also keep
in mind that Terraria is an
indie game and was not
developed on a large budget.
However, the sprites that
are used for characters in
this game are unique and
well made. The artists have
LMÅVQ\MTa\ISMV\PMQZRWJ
seriously and the details for
the sprites are fantastic.
Terraria has looks where
it counts and doesn’t
waste time trying to be a
big production number.
Gameplay: 9/10
Terraria’s gameplay is
simple 2D adventure style.
You point your cursor where
you want your attacks to
go and click to make it
happen. However, the real
meat of Terraria lies in the
exploration of the different

layers of the world, from the
Q[TIVL[ÆWI\QVOQV\PM[Sa\W
lakes of lava deep beneath
the earth’s crust, all the
while collecting new materials to craft new and exciting
armor and weapons.
You can also create your
own house and decorate it
with unparalleled detail. You
can make anything from a
simple hole in the ground to
a towering mansion covered
in gargoyles and unicorns.
Terraria differs from
Minecraft in its increased
emphasis on combat as
well as the addition of boss
monsters that you can challenge to gain even greater
rewards.
Replay Value: 9/10
One place that Terraria
falls short is in the area of
replay value.
There are many players who will see the crafting
[a[\MUIVLJW[[ÅOP\[I[
an end to Terraria. Once
they have collected the best
equipment and fought all
the bosses they will cease
playing Terraria.
Re-Logic is constantly
updating the game with new
bosses, environments, and

materials to keep players
invested in their world.
Ultimately the real replay value in Terraria lies in
the unbound gameplay. You
can constantly generate new
worlds to explore, create or
add on to your homes, and
search for new and unheard
of items in the depths.
There is also an extremely active modding
community which is constantly adding their own
features and twists to the
game.
Terraria is a game that
you can never truly “beat”.
As long as you have imagination the game will never
end.
Terraria is an openended game where you can
ÅOP\UWV[\MZ[NWZ[PQVa
treasures or create works
of art. If you’re looking for
a game like Minecraft but
with a new twist then look
no further.
Terraria will let you
build your castle and give
form to your dreams. Just
don’t be too disappointed
when they’re torn down by
zombies.
Terraria is available on
Steam for $9.99.

RATING:

PHOTO COURTESY OF TEORIAGEEK.COM

Terraria is known for its unique characters and its
use of detail, regardless of its low budget.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GAMERANT.COM

Bastion, an action role-player game developed by Supergiant Studios, features
the standard apocalypse fare with mystery and tragedy.

Bastion is short but rewarding
Ryan Hanenburg
GAME REVIEW

Bastion is an action roleplayer game (RPG) developed
by Supergiant Studios and
published by Warner Brothers.
;M\QVIÅK\QWVIT_WZTL
where an apocalypse has ravaged the landscape, you are
one of the few survivors who
seek to rebuild the world in the
magical land of the Bastion.
AW]ZRW]ZVMa\PZW]OPLMKQmated lands seeking “Cores”
in order to power the world
and build up the Bastion into a
new home for all humanity.
Story: 9/10
The story of Bastion is a
fairly standard apocalypse fare
with the mystery of the tragedy not all that surprising. It
shines in the way that it mixes
gameplay with story.
The addition of a narrator
who reacts to your actions
in the world adds a personal
touch to the game that isn’t
found in other RPGs. It harkens back to the old days of
Dungeons and Dragons with
a Dungeon Master describing
your actions and their effects
WV\PM_WZTL<PMWJRMK\[
within the game tell their own
story - from collectible items to

ash statues of previous inhabitants.
Graphics: 9/10
Bastion is an incredibly
beautiful game. The backgrounds look hand-crafted and
have an incredible amount
of artistic detail to them. The
stages are two-dimensional
tiles but the way they appear,
and the world itself, feels alive
and you can’t help but get
immersed in them. The whole
game has a unique art style
and it can be appreciated as
a purely visual spectacle. I
also feel that the soundtrack
to Bastion contains some of
the best music, video game or
otherwise, that I’ve heard in a
long time. The effect of the art
and music leaves players with
the feeling that this is a living,
breathing world.
Gameplay: 7/10
Bastion’s gameplay is a
standard two-weapon combat system with a point and
click-styled interface. There
are many different weapons to
choose from, and the numerous combos that can be used
make combat interesting, even
if it is slightly less than innovative. The weapons are tailored

so there isn’t really a “best”
combination and the player is
free to use whichever weapons
they personally like. There are
also many different “tonics”
which allow players to customize the character’s stats. The
“tonics” act as passive abilities
and players are given one each
time they level up.
Replay value: 6/10
Bastion’s replay value may
be worth another go to see the
effects of different choices and
to try out different weapon
combos. It also has a New
Game+ mode which allows
you to keep your weapons and
items making for an easier replay. There are also challenge
modes for each weapon that
give you items and upgrades
depending on your performance.
Bastion is a somewhat
short but incredibly rewarding
M`XMZQMVKM\PI\Q[LMÅVQ\MTa
worth a look. I recommend
picking it up during one of
the many Steam sales if you’re
strapped for cash, however this
game is worth the full price.
*I[\QWVQ[I^IQTIJTMNWZ !!
in the Steam Store and the
soundtrack is $9.99.

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Big Miracle
The Woman in Black
Chronicle

Never Dead
Final Fantasy XIII-2
SoulCalibur V
Puddle
Rhythm Party

Ringo Starr: Ringo 2012
Hit The Lights: Invicta
Candy Dulfer: Crazy
Lana Del Rey: Born To Die
The Pines: Dark So Gold

W.E.
Kill List

Marquee
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Jump  out  of  your  shell  and  
break  the  norm  this  week.  It’s  
worth  it.

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Curiosity  may  have  killed  the  
cat,  but  it  will  help  you  in  the  
long  run.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Push  some  elbows  this  week  
DQG¿JKWIRUZKDW\RXEHOLHYH
in.  

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

Take  time  to  focus  on  the  
things  that  matter  this  week.  
Not  just  friends  and  family  
either.

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Don’t  be  afraid  to  put  yourself  
out  there  this  week.  A  love  
affair  may  be  nearby.
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Spring break vacations on a budget
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

“Where are you going
for spring break?” a friend
asks you in class one day.
You try to quickly think of
a response, but the options
are endless, and you think
almost every destination is
too expensive. When college
students are plagued with
little cash yet blessed with
a week away from academics, the opportunities for a
spring break vacation can
seem limited.
Still, cheaper spring
break vacations spots are
available and offer plenty
of fun and relaxation. For
example, according to www.
travel.usnews.com, South
Padre Island, Texas is a
growing attraction location.
The island, which is off the
coast of southern Texas,
features wide sandy beaches, sparkling blue water, and
funky hotels and bars. Kite
JWIZLQVOLMMX[MIÅ[PQVO
and dolphin-watching are
all popular attractions. The
island paradise is also only a
day’s drive from major cities
like Dallas and Houston.
Flights tickets are $430
and hotels range in prices,
but the Hampton Inn and
Suites offers a room with
two queen beds for $85 a
night. For one week, total
would be around $900.
According to travel.
usnews.com, the number
one rated spot for a college student’s spring break
is the Bahamas. Beautiful
and wild, the islands offer

white sandy beaches, shopXQVOÅ[PQVO[K]JILQ^QVO
and luxurious resorts. The
diverse island chain has
a range of activities from
offshore reefs and wildlife
preserves to golf courses
and marketplaces. The
most popular island is Nas[I]IVLÆQOP\LMIT[_MZM
around $439. For one week,
with ranging hotel prices,
expect about an $850 dollar
and up trip to the paradise.
If these prices are
shocking you, no need to
start sweating or losing
hope. Even cheaper getaways come closer to home.
Wisconsin Dells, waterpark
central, has multiple resorts
within minutes of the greatest waterparks. One hotel,
the Days Inn, has room
starting at $39.95 a night,
and it is only minutes away
from Timber Falls Adventure Park. The park features
72 holes of miniature golf,
bumper boats, and insane
rides—including roller
KWI[\MZ[ITWOÆ]UMIVL
a “Skyscraper Ride” that
spins riders around at high
speeds 160 feet above the
ground. An all-day pass is
$20 for the park. Total for
the week, adding in money
for other waterparks (a top
suggestion would be Mt.
Olympus Water and Theme
Park), would be about $350.
Sticking close to home
KIVJMJMVMÅKQITI[_MTT
On exploreminnesota.com,
Duluth is a key attraction in
our home state. Duluth acts
as a gateway to the North
Shore Scenic Byway, which

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOPIX.COM

For a cheap and close-to-home vacation, Duluth provides a lot of fun activites
and beautiful scenery.

extends into Canada and
has the Sawtooth Mountains on one side and Lake
Superior on the other, both
spectacular views. The city
itself is home to cobblestone pathways, such as the
Lakewalk, used for strolling,
jogging, and biking. Nearby
the pathways is Bayfront
Festival Park, a place for
outdoor concerts.
Duluth’s other highlights include The Great
Lakes Aquarium, an aerial
lift bridge at the harbor,
Lake Superior Maritime
Visitor Center, and Lake
Superior Zoo. The Depot, an art, children’s, and
railroad museum is also
popular. Gleensheen Estate,
a 39 room mansion, is open
for tours and has a carriage

house and formal gardens
in the city. For sports, fans
can even catch a Duluth
Huskies baseball game. A
week-long stay in the spectacular Canal Park Lodge
starts at $109. Depending
on activities and hotel, the
total for a trip to Duluth
would be around $200.
Keep in mind that
LZQ^QVOWZÆaQVOKW[\[KIV
be split amongst friends, so
all of the trips can become
much cheaper if you invite
your party gang. You could
potentially minimize your
costs to almost nothing if
enough people chip in money. So if you want travel to
“where dreams come true”
and experience Disney
World or check out the
Eiffel Tower in Paris, don’t

be afraid to gather a group
and make your spring break
dreams a reality.
Many other options
exist for spring break plans,
so these are just suggestions.
If your bank account is
J]Z[\QVONMMTNZMM\WÆa\W
Australia. If not, try other
trips to closer places. Even a
trip to Minneapolis can be
rewarding. Check out any
interesting locations, taking
advantage of all your resources, and discover which
spot speaks to you to create
the most enjoyable spring
break adventure. Visit orbitz.com, travel.usnews.com,
exploreminnesota.com, or
any travel and tourism site
for more information or to
JWWSIÆQOP\

RECIPE OF THE WEEK:

Honey Lime Chicken Wings
The Superbowl is quickly approaching and it’s time to start planning the annual get-together with family and friends to cheer on your favorite team.
This recipe is an easy way to spice up the classic “football food” in a way that will leave them talking more about the food than the game.
Ingredients
18 whole chicken wings, split
1/4 cup honey
2 tablespoons fresh lime juice
1 tablespoon grated lime zest
1 clove garlic, minced
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
K]XITTX]ZXW[MÆW]Z
2 quarts vegetable oil for frying
Directions

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Try  to  keep  things  to  yourself  
this  week.  Too  much  talking  
can    lead  to  trouble.

1. In a large bowl, mix together the honey, lime juice, lime peel, garlic, salt and ground
black pepper.
2. 8TIKM\PMÆW]ZQVIXTI[\QKJIOIVL[PISM\PMKPQKSMV_QVO[QV\PMÆW]Z\WKWI\
3. In a large skillet, fry the chicken wings in hot, 1 inch deep oil until cooked through.
Place the cooked wings in the honey/lime mixture and toss to coat well. Serve immediately.

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

You  are  unique.  Keep  this  in  
mind  while  around  a  lot  of  new  
people.

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLRECIPES.COM

Try it out and tell us what you liked, disliked, or did differently by sending comments and photos to artsentertainment@universitychronicle.com and
it could be featured in next week’s issue.
This recipe makes eight to 10 servings. For similar recipes visit allrecipes.com.

Try  to  put  yourself  in  others’  
shoes  this  week.  You  are  taking  
them  for  granted.

Pet of the week: Lilah

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

Lilah is a 1-year-old black lab mix and is spayed. She would do best in a home with a
fenced-in yard. Lilah is a big fan of tennis balls and will play with them for as long as you
want to keep throwing them for her. She is very smart and treat-motivated, so teaching her
new things should come fairly easy. Most people would not think of her as a lap dog, but
don’t tell her that! Lilah will wiggle her way into your lap if allowed and will surely wiggle
her way into your heart if given the chance.

Instead  of  spending  so  much  
time  with  your  friends,  start  
taking  some  time  out  for  
yourself.  

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Don’t  give  up  on  your  dreams.  
Aim  high  and  stay  focused.

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21

Start  working  out  more  this  
week.  It  will  help  reduce  stress.

“Saving one animal won’t change the world ... but it
will change the world for that one animal.”
Tri-County Humane Society

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19
Someone  you  don’t  like  will  
contact  you.  Feel  free  to  say  
no.

*Photos and descriptions provided by the Tri-County Humane Society*
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
stcloudapartment.com
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1-10 BDRM SCSU
HOUSES!
‘12-’13 - 320-229-1919
HOMES AND APTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

HOUSES AND APTS
Now renting
‘12-’13 school year.
Dan: 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
COLLEGIATEVIEW
2 BR APTS
Large apts. 5th Ave.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

‘12-’13 SCSU APTS &
HOUSES!!
**320-229-1919**
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549
BENTONWOOD SE
LOCATION
1 BR- $430. 2 br- $520. Free
heat/ parking. On Clipper.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES,
HOUSES, HOUSES!!
SCSU 12-13 HOUSES FOR
RENT!
Call us at 320-229-1919
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
MUST SEE! 4 BDRM
HOUSE FOR RENT
Across street from campus.
Call Dan: 320-761-1514
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

HOUSES/ APTS/
ROOMS AVAIL NOW
2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 5/1
2-6 blks from SCSU.
Great values.
Dan: 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT!
House is in amazing shape! 2
bathrooms, 2 family rooms,
large deck! Free parking. Close
to campus! Nicest house in
campus area!
320-492-1230
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029
2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
stcloudrental.com
WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
6-8 BDRM HOUSES
FOR RENT
Just finished remodeling
interior. 3 blks from
Miller Library.
Call Dan: 320-761-1514
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM, 2 BATH SPLIT
LEVEL APTS!!
750 5th St. S
Call us! 320-229-1919
4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND APARTMENTS FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
2 BEDROOM APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549

2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com

ONE BEDROOM APT.
In duplex home. Private Entrance. Utilities except phone
included. Washer, Dryer,
Microwave. $550.
Call 251-8802

NICEST HOMES ON
CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273

2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

scsuhomesforrent.com
scsu4rent.com
3 & 4 BDRM UNITS
At our Univeristy North Apts!
7th Ave!!
stcloudrental.com
FREE BASIC CABLE!
Heat, water, garbage paid!
Free parking spot included.
1 bedroom $500
2 bedroom $550
Call to tour today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
BEACHWOOD
1 BR APTS.
$400-430. 320 7th Ave S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet! Huge Kitchens And Family Rooms. Individual Parking
Spots! Call 320-492-1230

“THE CASTLE”
2, 3 & 4 BR Apts.
Spacious, great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing! Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500

HOUSES! 3 BR TO 10 BR
Spacious. Great value.
1-6 blks from SCSU library.
Free heat/ parking.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

NICEST HOMES
ON CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273

SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone 320290-2128

stcloudstorage.com

scsuapartments.com

HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan

4 BRDM APTS!
Only $225/Rm! Remodeled!
320-229-1919
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garbage & basic cable!
Super close to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se

stcloudhomes4rent.com

HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
1 BDRM SCSU APTS!!
Call Now! 320-229-1919
HOUSES, HOUSES
Only 15 locations left.
1-6 blks from SCSU
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4 BDRM
2 full bath apts. Very spacious.
320-761-1514
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WEEK OF JAN. 30 - FEB. 5

BASKETBALL

M - Winona State University
Feb. 3, 8 p.m.
Home
Upper Iowa University
Feb. 4, 6 p.m.
Home
W - Winona State University
Feb. 3, 6 p.m.
Home
Upper Iowa University
Feb. 4, 4 p.m.
Home

HOCKEY

M - University of Wisconsin
Feb. 3, 7:07 p.m.
Away
Feb. 4, 8:07 p.m.
Away
W - University of Minnesota
Feb. 3, 7:07 p.m.
Home
Feb. 4, 2:07 p.m.
Home

TRACK & FIELD
Ted Nelson Classic
Feb. 4
Away

WRESTLING

St. John’s University
Feb. 2, 7 p.m.
Home

SWIMMING & DIVING
Minnesota Challenge
Feb. 3-4
Away

WILD
Nashville
Jan. 31, 8 p.m. - Home
Colorado
Feb. 2, 9 p.m.- Away
TIMBERWOLVES
Houston
Jan. 30, 8 p.m. - Away
Indiana
Feb. 1, 8 p.m. - Home
New Jersey
Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m. - Away

Baseball contracts
getting out of hand
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS COLUMN

It’s never too early to
talk about baseball because
there is always exciting
deals being made in the
off-season. The most recent
being Prince Fielders’ signing with the Detroit Tigers
for nine years worth $214
million dollars.
Fielders’ annual salary
will begin at $23 million
dollars a year. But there are
many skeptical of this deal
including myself.
Even though Fielder has
amazing offensive numbers throughout his career
I don’t think he’s proven
himself as an elite defensive
ÅZ[\JI[MUIVaM\.QMTLMZ
has a career batting average
of .282, 230 home runs,
and 656 RBIs.
Ironically, Fielder can’t
ÅMTLIKK]U]TI\QVOIV
I[\W]VLQVOMZZWZ[I\ÅZ[\
base in his seven year career
I[IÅZ[\JI[MUIV
The problem I have
with these large and long
term contracts teams make
is that there is no way a
player will stay that long.
Something always seems
to go wrong either in the
clubhouse or with upper
management. For example,
Alex Rodriguez, and his
deal with the Texas Rangers some years ago. I don’t
think general managers are
fully aware of the consequences they face if the
player decides to leave.
It just boggles my mind
on how big baseball contracts have gotten the past
few seasons because I don’t
think anyone is worth that
much money. Especially
players like Fielder with
dubious defensive skills.
Now, Fielder will vastly
improve the Detroit Tigers
and its chances to win the
AL Central, and possibly
the World Series.
But like I said before
there are a lot of risks the
Tigers are taking signing
Fielder for nine years.
One of them is that
the Tigers already had an
)TT;\IZÅZ[\JI[MUIVQV

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLEACHERREPORT.COM

Former Milwaukee Brewer Prince Fielder recently signed a nine year, $214
million contract with the Detroit Tigers. Fielder helped the Brewers reach the
NLCS last year, and gives the Tigers a great chance to cinch the AL Central.

Miguel Cabrera. Cabrera
will now have to move to
third base where he hasn’t
played since his rookie
season. He also only lasted
14 games because he was
horrible at third base.
So, now the Tigers will
have very unsure corner
QVÅMTLMZ[\PQ[[MI[WV_PQKP
might result in an interesting year. The two monsters will have no problem
putting up huge offensive
numbers, but will commit a
ton of errors.
Another problem I see
with this deal is that is when
Victor Martinez comes
JIKS_PMZM_QTTPMÅ\QV'
Will he be the designated
hitter? I don’t think the
Tigers thought this deal out
too well.
All three of these players
love to play the game and
don’t want to be designated
hitters for the rest of their
careers. I see a major road
bump for the Tigers in the
future with a lot of arguing
of who plays where.
This is why big contracts
like Fielder’s I think are
overrated and just cause
friction between some of
the players on the team.
Especially players who think

they deserve much more
money than they deserve.
This deal seems really
risky to me because of all
the fall outs that could occur over a nine year period.
I don’t think the Tigers
IZM\PMJM[\Å\NWZ.QMTLMZ
even though the Tigers
are America’s “sexy” pick
to win the whole thing in
2012.
I really don’t see this
working out for the Tigers
in the long haul because
Fielder will eventually
become a thorn in management’s side when he
is making all these errors,
and I think really upsetting
Martinez and Cabrera.
Behind closed doors I
think Martinez and Cabrera are yelling obscenities
under their breath at the
arrival of Fielder.
They seem to be happy,
but that’s how professional
are supposed to appear to
the public. Once the public
see’s anything that goes
awry the team and players
are open for ridicule.
And I think that’s
exactly what’s going to happen to the Tigers in about
NW]ZWZÅ^MaMIZ[8TIaMZ[
are going to start speaking

their mind on what they
really think, and how they
think the team paid too
much to get him. And that
he’s not worth all the risk
because Fielder still really
hasn’t proven himself to be
an all-around player.
If the Tigers were smart
they would’ve took a page
out of the San Francisco
Giants book and offered
Fielder a similar deal to
Tim Lincecum, who signed
a two-year $40 million dollar contract.
I think this would’ve
been the best bet because
then it would’ve given the
Tigers an opportunity to see
how Fielder meshes with
the lineup.
Instead the Tigers are
stuck and have to deal with
whatever comes their way
with the signing of a big
time player like Fielder. I
like the quote John Bonnes,
a Twins blogger, made
when he said, “this is the
issue of Prince Fielder vs.
hyperbole.”
I thought that was real
clever because I think that
this signing is an exaggeration for the Tigers fans who
think this actually will work.

Is the ‘sniff test’ safe?

Hannah Swift
HEALTH COLUMN

A common college student scenario:
Wake up at about 11 a.m. Realize you
missed your 8 a.m. class. Go to the
fridge to see if there is any more of that
left over pizza to eat for breakfast. Upon
opening the fridge the only two things
you see are beer and milk. You bypass
the beer and grab the milk to perform
the “sniff test.” Even though the gallon
expired four days ago it smells alright.
Would you drink it? Put it in your
cereal? Try to cook something with it?
It is a dilemma that many people
face, whether they are tight on grocery
funds or they don’t like to waste food.
When is it safe and healthy to eat food
past the expiration date?
It’s hard for me to waste food, but

I have always been the kind of person
who will not eat any meat or dairy
products when it is past the expiration
date.
4Q^QVOJaUa[MTN1WN\MVÅVLQ\
PIZL\WÅVQ[PUQTSWZJZMILJMNWZMQ\Q[
expired (why don’t they sell half loafs?).
I would be more willing to eat expired
bread, but I draw the line when the
bread is dry to the point of crunchy.
I know many people who will only
perform the “sniff test” on dairy products. If it smells alright, it should be safe
to drink, right?
?MTT1LQL[WUMWN UaW_V[VQNÅVO
IZW]VL\WÅVLW]\M`IK\Ta_PI\\PM
expiration date on food means.
After spending some time doing a
Google search, several different health
blogs and health websites said that the
expiration date on food is found before
any food can be approved by the FDA
and put on the market.
A team of scientists, or whomever,
stands around a table wearing lab coats,
holding clip-boards, and looking into
microscopes to see how fast the bacteria
grows on certain foods.
<PMaÅVLW]\_PMV\PMXWQV\WN 
bacteria growth becomes too high for
P]UIVJWLQM[\WÅOP\WNN \PMOMZU[
Then they set the expiration date a few
days before that point to be safe.

So while it may be okay to drink
that milk a few days past the expiration
date, it should be done with caution.
It is neither safe nor healthy to consume something that will give you food
poisoning.
When it comes to raw meat, similar
date-labeling rules apply. However, the
bacteria in meat or eggs can be very
harmful and cause diseases.
Again, I would advise being safe
rather than sorry. And remember to
watch out for unlikely places such as
cooking utensils, or a dirty counter top.
Always wash your hands after handling
meat or eggs.
One of the biggest culprits of eating
raw eggs: cookie dough. My brother got
salmonella from eating cookie dough as
a child; it seemed like a very unpleasant
experience to go through.
Really, the best way you can enjoy
the food you purchase and not let any
go to waste is make a meal-plan before
you go to the grocery store. You could
plan your meals for the week, then
make a list of things you’ll need. Try
to remember how you will use leftover
ingredients so nothing is left unused.
Not only will it help you eat all the
food you buy, but it can also help you
have a healthy, balanced diet.
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Naasz earns a
trip to nationals
Katherine Lofrano
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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An SCSU wrestler picks up an Augustana wrestler and gets ready to slam him on the mat at Halenbeck
Hall.

Wrestling
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage
<PMUI\KP_I[^MZaPIZLNW]OP\
IVLTQ\IÅZM]VLMZ\PMI]LQMVKMI\
0ITMVJMKS0ITTI[Q\IV\QKQXI\MLI
P]OM0][Sa^QK\WZa<PM_QVOI^M\PM
0][SQM[I!PMIL[\IZ\MIZTaQV\W\PM
L]IT<PMVM`\UI\KPIXW]VL
JW]\JM\_MMV0][SaR]VQWZ)VLa8W
SWZVaIVL]VLMNMI\ML2I[WV2MZMUQIP
_PWQ[ZIVSML[MKWVLQVPQ[_MQOP\
KTI[[8WSWZVaNW]OP\I^MZaLQ[KQXTQVML
UI\KPIVL_WVWVILMKQ[QWV\WX][P
\PM0][Sa)L^IV\IOM\W8WSWZVa
VW_Q[IVQUXZM[[Q^MWV\PM
[MI[WV
<PM0][SQM[_MZMOQ^MV\PMQZTIZO
M[\TMILWN \PML]ITIN\MZ.ZM[PUIV
0][Sa2Ia0QTLZM\PLMNMI\MLV]UJMZ
ZIVSML+PQ[U.QVSQVIXW]VL
UI\KP_Q\PI[KWZMLMKQ[QWV
)]O][\IVI_W]TLJMOQVIUI\KP
[KWZQVOZ]V\PI\[\IZ\ML_PMVV]U
JMZZIVSML)]O][\IVI_ZM[\TMZ6I\M
0MZLIX][PMLPQ[ZMKWZL\WQVI
!XW]VLJW]\W^MZ0][Sa.ZM[PUIV
2W[P0W_S\WK]\\PMLMÅKQ\\W
)N\MZ)]O][\IVI_WV\_W[\ZIQOP\
UI\KPM[\PM0][SaTMIL_I[!<PM
0][SQM[[PW_ML\PMPMIZ\WN IKPIU
XQWVIVLJMOIV\WZMM[\IJTQ[PKWV\ZWT
WN \PML]IT\PIVS[\WV]UJMZZIVSML
0][Sa[MVQWZ<IL5MZZQ\\WN +IVJa
5MZZQ\\_WVWVI\MKPVQKITXQVNITT
 IOIQV[\)]O][\IVI¼[<WU,I^QM[
5MZZQ\\Q[VW_IVL_I[KWUXTM\M
TaQVKWV\ZWTWN \PMUI\KPNZWU\PM
JMOQVVQVO\WMVL<PMXQVNITTOI^M\PM
0][SQM[IKWUUIVLQVO!TMILQVO
0][Sa[MVQWZ,MZMS;KITIWN 
7_I\WVVI_I[\PMVM`\0][Sa\WMIZV
aM\IVW\PMZ^QK\WZa_PMVPM_WVWV
ILMKQ[QWVW^MZ)]O][\IVIOZIX
XTMZ2IaL,WKSMV;KITI\PMV]UJMZ
ZIVSML_ZM[\TMZQV\PM XW]VLKTI[[
QUXZW^ML\W!
<PM0][SQM[PILI!TMIL_PMV
[WXPWUWZM5QK*MZOMVLML\PML]IT¼[
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An Augustana wrestler gets blinded by an SCSU wrestler in the heat of
battle in SCSU’s somewhat easy road to victory improving its record
to 17-0.
[KWZQVOI\!_Q\PPQ[^QK\WZaW^MZ
5QSM:WJMZ\[I\!XW]VL[<PM
UI\KPMVLMLWVILMKQ[QWVIVL
QUXZW^ML*MZO¼[ZMKWZL\W
<PM0][SQM[_PW_MZM[\ZWVO
\PZW]OPW]\\PML]IT[PW_MLOZMI\
\MIULMX\P<PMa_WVW]\WN 
UI\KPM[IVL_MZMVW\XQVVMLQVIVa
JW]\WV\PMVQOP\5IVa0][SQM[_MZM
VW\ZIVSMLJ]\IJTM\WJMI\ZIVSML

IL^Q[WZQM[_PQKPQ[IVQVLQKI\QWV\PI\
\PM\MIUQ[QUXZW^QVOM^MVUWZM
<PM0][SQM[UIZSQ[VW_
W^MZITTIVLQV\PM6;1+)]O][
\IVI¼[ZMKWZLNITT[\WI[\QTTQUXZM[[Q^M
!
<PM0][SQM[VM`\PWUML]ITQ[
.MJIOIQV[\;\2WPV¼[=VQ^MZ[Q\aI\
0ITMVJMKS0ITT

Group Fitness Review
Zumba gaining popularity
Melanie Ovel
GROUP FITNESS REVIEW

)[OZW]XÅ\VM[[OZW_[UWZMXWX]TIZWVMKTI[[Q[ZQ[QVO
QV\PMZIVS[B]UJIIN]VIVLNI[\XIKML4I\QVIMZWJQK
[\aTM_WZSW]\Q[IT[WWVMWN \PMVM_M[\OZW]XÅ\VM[[KTI[[M[
I\;+;=
B]UJI_I[JZW]OP\QV\W;+;=OZW]XÅ\VM[[TI[\
[MUM[\MZIVLY]QKSTaJMKIUMWVMWN \PMNI^WZQ\M[1\¼[NI[\
XIKMLN]VIVL]XJMI\I[[\]LMV\[LIVKMI_Ia\WIJM\\MZ
UWZMPMIT\PaJWLa<PMLIVKM[IZM4I\QVJI[ML\PQVS[IT[I
WZ\IVOW[\MX[<PI\¼[VW\ITTPW_M^MZ
;WUMWN \PM[WVO[\PMKTI[[][M[IZMXWX]TIZ[]KPI[
¹;M`aIVL13VW_Q\ºJa45.)7WZ¹/WWL.MMTQVOºJa
.TW:QLI
B]UJIQ[WNNMZMLINM_LQNNMZMV\\QUM[WV\PM/ZW]X
Å\VM[[[KPML]TM5WVLIa["\W"XUQ[ZMO]TIZ
B]UJI7V<]M[LIa[NZWU"\W"XUQ[B]UJI1
?MLVM[LIa[NZWU"\W"XUQ[B]UJI11NWZ\PW[M
UWZMM`XMZQMVKML<P]Z[LIa[NZWU"\W"Q[IVW\PMZ
B]UJI1KTI[[NWZJMOQVVMZ[
.QZ[\Q[\PM_IZU]X4QSMQVITTW\PMZKTI[[M[\PMJWLa
VMML[\WJM_IZUML]XJ]\QVB]UJI\PQ[UMIV[LIVKM
)[M^MZaWVMÆWI\MLIZW]VLLWQVOI[WN\MZ^MZ[QWVWN \PM
OZIXM^QVMIVLW\PMZ[UITTIVL[WN\UW^M[JWLQM[_MZM
_IZUML]XIVL\PMKIZLQWJMOIV
<PMUIQVSMa\W\PQ[KTI[[Q[\WSMMXUW^QVOM^MVQN I
XMZ[WVPI[\PMLIVKM[\MX[_ZWVOM^MVQN IXMZ[WVPI[VW
ZPa\PUQV\PMQZJWVM[R][\SMMXUW^QVO?Q\P\PQ[QLMIQV
M^MZaWVM¼[PMIL\PM[\MX[JMOIV
<PMÅZ[\LIVKMQVKWZXWZI\ML[IT[I[\MX[ZQOP\I_Ia_Q\P

PQX[_QVOQVOIVL[]OOM[\Q^MUW^M[B]UJIQVKWZXWZI\M[
_WZSW]\[IVL[QUXTM[\MX[\PI\IVaWVMKIVNWTTW_1N I
XMZ[WVQ[WV\PMKWV[MZ^I\Q^M[QLM\PQ[KW]TLJMIOWWL_Ia
\WM`XTWZMTM\TWW[MIVLLQ[KW^MZVM_\PQVO[
<PMUW^M[_MZMNI[\XIKMLIVLMI[a\WSMMX]X_Q\P
J]\VMMLML[WUMÅVM\]VQVO*a\PM\PQZL[WVOJTWWL_I[
X]UXQVOIVLQ\_I[IXXIZMV\\PI\Q\_W]TLJM^MZa[UIZ\
\WJZQVOI_I\MZJW\\TM\W\PQ[KTI[[<PIVSN]TTaQ\¼[WSIa
\WTMI^M\PMKTI[[ZWWUIVLOZIJILZQVSQV\PMUQLLTM1\¼[
M^MVMVKW]ZIOML
;QVKM\PMKTI[[_I[B]UJI1\PMÅ^MLIVKM[_MZM
ZMXMI\MLIOIQV[W[\]LMV\[KW]TLZMITTaOM\INMMTNWZ\PMU
*a\PMPITN_IaXWQV\UIVa_MZM\QZMLJ]\;PITWV\PM
OZW]XÅ\VM[[QV[\Z]K\WZ_I[^MZa]XJMI\IVLZMILa\WOM\
\PMMVMZOaÆW_QVOM^MZa\QUMQ\LQXXML
7^MZITT\PMKTI[[_I[ZMITTaN]V1\_I[MVMZOM\QKPIXXa
IVLLIVKQVOQ[IT_Ia[IXT][<PMUW^M[_MZM[QUXTMIVL
MI[a\WNWTTW_ITWVO\WIVL;PITWVZMITTaUILMPMZ[MTN 
I^IQTIJTM\WPMTX
B]UJIPI[ITW\WN KIZLQWXT][Q\_WZS[VW\WVTa\PM
KWZMJ]\IZU[TMO[IVLOT]\[\WW?Q\P\PMMV\QZMJWLa
UW^QVOQ\[QUXW[[QJTMVW\\WOM\I_PWTMJWLa_WZSW]\
<PQ[KTI[[UQOP\VW\JMNWZM^MZaWVM;\]LMV\[PI^M
\WJMIJTM\WTM\OWWN \PMQZ[MTNKWV[KQW][NMIZ[IVLVW\
KIZM_PI\IVaWVMMT[MQ[LWQVO0W_M^MZQN XMWXTMTW^M
\WLIVKMOM\W]\\PMZMIVLJM\PMU[MT^M[IVLR][\PI^MI
OZMI\\QUM\PQ[Q[IOZMI\KPWQKM

.TaQVOLW_V\PMQKMI\\WX[XMMLL]ZQVO;\8I]T¼[:ML*]TT
+ZI[PML1KMKPIUXQWV[PQX_I[[WUM\PQVO4ISM^QTTMOZIL]I\M
IVL;+;=[MVQWZ+IUMZWV6II[bPILVM^MZM`XMK\ML\WLW
?ISMJWIZLQVO[VW_JWIZLQVOIVLXTIaQVOQV\ZIU]ZIT
PWKSMaI\;+;=IZMIK\Q^Q\QM[6II[bLWM[\WSMMXIK\Q^MQV
PQ[[XIZM\QUM)N\MZ_Q\VM[[QVO\PQ[:ML*]TTM^MV\\PMaMIZ
JMNWZMPM_I[QV\MZM[\MLJ]\IK\]ITTaXIZ\QKQXI\QVOVM^MZPIL
WKK]ZZML\WPQU
<PQ[ITTKPIVOMLIN\MZPQ[OQZTNZQMVLZMILIJW]\Q\QV\PM
VM_[XIXMZIVL\PW]OP\Q\_W]TLJM[WUM\PQVOPM_W]TLJM
QV\MZM[\MLQV=VNWZ\]VI\MTaQ\_I[\WWTI\M\WMV\MZ\PMKWV
\M[\[WPMX]\\PMQLMI\W\PM[QLM
4]KSQTaINZQMVL_PW_WZSMLNWZ:ML*]TTOW\PQUIXZW[
XMK\XI[[_PQKPMVIJTMLPQU\WKWUXM\M_Q\PW]\XIZ\QKQXI\
QVOQV\PMY]ITQNaQVOM^MV\
+PMKSQV[\IZ\MLWV?MLVM[LIa2IV*a<P]Z[LIa
XIZ\QKQXIV\[_MZMIJTM\WZ]V\PMKW]Z[MQVLQ^QL]ITTa!
XIZ\QKQXIV\[[\MXXMLW]\WV\PM\ZIKS\WXZIK\QKMIVLJa\PM
MVLWN XZIK\QKMWVTaIJW]\ [SI\MZ[_MZMTMN\L]M\WJZWSMV
JWVM[IVLLQ[TWKI\QWV[NZWU\PM\ZIKS;INM\aZMO]TI\QWV[
ZMY]QZMLITTZIKMZ[\W_MIZN]TTPWKSMaOMIZQVKT]LQVOIVIX
XZW^MLPMTUM\\WKWUXM\M
7V<P]Z[LIaVQOP\\QUM\ZQIT[IT[WKITTML\PM6I\QWVIT
;PWW\W]\JMOIV7\PMZ\PIVINM_Y]QKSNITT[\WPQ[SVMM[
6II[b¼[Z]V_I[KTMIVIVLY]QKS-IKPXMZ[WV_I[ITTW_ML
\_WZ]V[?Q\PI\QUMWN ![MKWVL[6II[bLMKQLML\W\ISM
PQ[KPIVKM[IVLXI[[WVPQ[[MKWVLZ]V0M_I[TI\MZQVNWZUML
\PI\IV)UMZQKIVIVL\_W+IVILQIV[PILJMI\MVPQ[\QUM
TIVLQVOPQUQVNW]Z\PXTIKM
<PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT;PWW\W]\NWTTW_ML\PMVM`\UWZVQVO
IVL\PMV\PM[SI\MZ[_MZMZIVSMLIVL[MMLML<PMZWWSQM
6II[b\WWS[MKWVLXTIKMQVPQ[ÅZ[\ZIKMIL^IVKQVOPQU\W\PM
VM`\ZW]VL_PQKP\WWSXTIKM;I\]ZLIaM^MVQVO6II[bXTIKML
\PQZLQVPQ[[MKWVLZIKMWV;I\]ZLIaVQOP\_PQKPMTQUQVI\ML
PQUNZWU\PMKWUXM\Q\QWV0MXTIKML\PW^MZITTW]\WN 
IJW]\,M[XQ\M\PMMTQUQVI\QWVPM_I[XTMI[ML_Q\PPQ[
XMZNWZUIVKM
6II[bM`XTIQVML\PI\PQ[NI^WZQ\MXIZ\WN \PM_PWTM\PM
M^MV\_I[\PM[\IZ\QVOOI\M
6II[b[IQL¹;\IVLQVOPQOP]XWV\PM[\IZ\QVOOI\MVM`\
\W\PM;\8I]T+I\PMLZITJZQOP\TQOP\[IVLKPMMZ[WN  
XT][XMWXTM\PMZMQ[VW\PQVOTQSMQ\º
)[QLMNZWU\PMM`XMZQMVKMWN JMQVOIJTM\WXIZ\QKQXI\MQV
[]KPIVM^MV\6II[bMVLML]XQVÅZ[\XTIKMW^MZITTIUWVO[\
\PM=;[SI\MZ[IVL_WV\PM\Q\TMWN ¹:WWSQMWN \PMAMIZº0Q[
XZQbM_I[IV¹QKMLW]\ºOWTLMVZQU\ZWXPaIVLIWVMaMIZ
TMI[M\WI5QVQ+WWXMZ1VILLQ\QWVPMZMKMQ^ML^IZQW][OMIZ
IVLIXXIZMT
<PMÅVITXZQbM_I[IVQV^Q\I\QWV\WRWQV\MIU=;)IVL
XIZ\QKQXI\MQV\PM:ML*]TT+ZI[PML1KM_WZTLKPIUXQWV[PQX
\W]ZQVKT]LQVO"\PM6M\PMZTIVL[;_MLMVIVL9]MJMK)TT
M`XMV[M[IZMXIQLQVN]TT0MQ[[KPML]TML\WTMI^MWV\PM[\
WN 2IV]IZa
1V\PMUMIV\QUM6II[bXTIV[\WKWV\QV]M_WZSQVOW]\IVL
XZMXIZQVONWZKWUXM\Q\QWVJaX]\\QVOQV[M^MZITPW]Z[ILIaQV
\PM;+;=+IUX][:MKZMI\QWV.Q\VM[[+MV\MZ0M\]ZVMLPQ[
ZMKZMI\QWVITQV\MZM[\QV\WIZIZMWXXWZ\]VQ\a

Women’s Hockey
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage

Saturday’s game
<PM0][SQM[SMX\Q\KTW[M
J]\KW]TLV¼\[MIT\PMLMITI[\PM
=5,*]TTLWO[ÅVQ[PML]X\PM
[_MMXWV;I\]ZLIa_Q\PI
^QK\WZaI\\PM6I\QWVIT0WKSMa
+MV\MZ
2]VQWZ2M[[QKI?WVO[\Z]KS
ÅZ[\NWZ\PM*]TTLWO[WVI
[PWZ\PIVLMLOWIT[MKWVL[
QV\W\PMOIUM\WOQ^M\PM
*]TTLWO[IVMIZTaTMIL
=5,M`\MVLML\PMQZTMILR][\
]VLMZÅ^MUQV]\M[TI\MZ_PMV
R]VQWZ>IVM[[I<PQJI]T\X]\]X
IVW\PMZOWITNWZ\PM*]TTLWO[
\WOQ^M\PMUITMIL_Q\P
UQV]\M[ZMUIQVQVOQV\PMÅZ[\
<PMI[[Q[\[_MV\\W[WXPWUWZM
2IUQM3MVaWVIVL?WVO
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL_I[
[KWZMTM[[]V\QT\PMTI[\UQV]\M
_PMVR]VQWZNWZ_IZL)TM`6MT
[WVNW]VL\PMJIKSWN \PMVM\
\WK]\\PM*]TTLWO[TMIL\WWVM

<PQ[_I[6MT[WV¼[ÅN\POWITWN 
\PM[MI[WV_Q\PI[[Q[\[OWQVO\W
NZM[PUMV)]LZMa0IVUMZIVL
[WXPWUWZM5WTTQ5W\\1\_I[
\PMNW]Z\PI[[Q[\WV\PMaMIZNWZ
JW\P0IVUMZIVL5W\\
;+;=KW]TLV¼\KIXQ\ITQbM
QV\PM\PQZLXMZQWLI[\PM*]TT
LWO[X]TTMLWNN IVIZZW_
^QK\WZa\WOQ^M\PMU\PM[_MMX
WV\PM_MMSMVL.ZM[PUMV
OWITQM2]TQM.ZQMVLÅVQ[PML
\PMOIUM_Q\P[I^M[WV\PM
VQOP\0MZKW]V\MZXIZ\[MVQWZ
4IVI;\MKSÅVQ[PML\PMVQOP\
_Q\P[I^M[<PM0][SQM[
_MZMW]\[PW\JILTaI[\PMÅVIT
[PW\\ITTa_I[QVNI^WZWN 
\PM*]TTLWO[
<PM0][SQM[_QTT\Za\WOM\
JIKSWV\ZIKSVM`\_MMSMVL
_PMV\PMaPW[\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a
WN 5QVVM[W\IWV.ZQLIaI\
"IVLWV;I\]ZLIaI\"
*W\POIUM[_QTTJMXTIaMLI\
\PM6I\QWVIT0WKSMa+MV\MZ
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Husky Lisa Martinson in action against the Bulldogs.
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Men’s Hockey
Continued from Page 16

seven game point streak.
After Hanowski’s goal SCSU got sloppy with its passing, which led to the game winning
goal by Nick Bjugstad of the Gophers.
David Eddy tried to make a behind the back pass just outside SCSU’s blue line, which
resulted into a 3-2 for the Gophers. Hansen mad a nice pass to Bjugstad once at the top of
the circle, and all Bjugstad had to do was slide it past Lee, who was slow getting over.
The third period started off badly for the Huskies because yet again another injury occurred. This time it was top line center Travis Novak.
Novak was inadvertently hit by a Gopher player, and his skate went into the boards awkwardly. “We still don’t know the extent of his injury yet,” Motzko said.
SCSU had its chances in the third with two power plays but couldn’t get anything going.
And at 18:40 the game was basically over when Taylor Johnson took a stupid penalty when
he slashed a Gopher player.
The 2-1 loss Friday could’ve been worse if it weren’t for the play of Lee and solid
defense for most of the game. “We just had a hard time connecting the dots offensively,”
Motzko stated. “I thought Minnesota came out with a purpose tonight.”
Saturday’s game
Saturday’s game was basically a mirror image of Friday’s game. SCSU only generated
12 shots. The Gopher defense again had a solid game taking away multiple scoring chances.
*]\\PQ[\QUM\PM0][SQM[OW\\PMTMILI\"WN \PMÅZ[\XMZQWLWVIOZQ\\aOWITNZWU
Hanowski.
Hanowski rushed the zone on a pass from Festler and dropped it to Johnson. Johnson
then gave the puck back to Hanowski, who cut across the crease, slid it under Ken Patterson’s pad, but the puck was on the goal line which made Hanowski battle for his goal.
Minnesota was getting great scoring chances, but Ryan Faragher shut them down making some nice saves leading to a 1-0 lead for the Huskies at the start of the second period.
The second period was mostly dominated by the Gophers as SCSU only had four shots
in the period, and penalties killed the Huskies. Minnesota scored on both power plays it
had in the period. “We took two stick penalties that gave them the chance to get back in the
game,” Motzko said. “They were senseless penalties in the neutral zone away from anything.”
<PMÅZ[\WN \_WXW_MZXTIaOWIT[KIUMI\\PM "!UIZS_PMV*MV5IZ[PITTJTI[\MLI
slap shot from the blue line that went off Kevin Gravel’s hand and into the back of the net.
“It was coming right for me, but then changed directions,” Faragher said.
On the second power play goal the Gophers were doing a nice job of moving the puck
and Chad Rau found Erik Haula wide open for a one-timer that shook the twine. “I was
LMÅVQ\MTa[KZMMVMLWV\PI\OWITº.IZIOPMZ[IQL
SCSU had plenty of chances to score as it had all three of its power plays in the period.
But SCSU could only muster one shot on all three of the power plays. “Our passing was
very frustrating on the power plays,” Motzko said. “It’s been a struggle for us a lot this year.”
Towards the end of the period the Huskies were able to tie the game up despite only
having four shots when Hanowski netted his second goal of the game on a back hand shot
from behind the goal line that pin-balled off Paterson’s stick and skate. Eddy and Faragher
were credited with assists.
The third period was a real struggle for the Huskies as they had trouble getting the puck
out of its own zone most of the period, and only getting two shots on Patterson.
The Husky fans were screaming and yelling pleading for the Huskies to get something
going, but it was not happening.
Freshmen Sam Warning got the game winning goal at 18:41 of the period that caused
the Minnesota fans to erupt.
Minnesota got the puck off a turnover and was able to enter the zone on a 3 on 2. Minnesota’s second line was doing tic-tac-toe passing and eventually Warning got a pass from
Justin Holl and was able to put right over Faragher’s glove. “It felt pretty sweet to get that
goal because it’s been a long time since I scored,” Warning said. “But I think the two points
are bigger than the goal.”
;+;=PILNIV[WV\PMMLOMWN \PMQZ[MI\[L]ZQVO\PMÅVITUQV]\MWN \PMOIUM_PMV
Prochno dinged a shot off the left pipe that would’ve tied the game and most likely sent the
game into overtime.
The Huskies should have nothing to hang its heads about because they’ve been hanging
in most game throughout the season with limited lines, and they don’t use that as an excuse.
The bright spot for the Huskies is that it has two good healthy goalies, who always give them
a chance to win, and a healthy defensive core, according to Motzko.
SCSU will try to get as healthy as it can for its next series against the Wisconsin Badgers
when it travels to Madison this weekend.
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Huskies captain is a force to reckon with
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

)UQL[\\PMNZQMVLTaKWVÅVM[
of the SCSU men’s hockey locker
room, captain Ben Hanowski’s
face lit up like a Christmas tree
every time the word ‘hockey’ was
mentioned. It seemed to bring
him back to childhood memories
PMPIL_PMVPMÅZ[\[\IZ\MLXTIaing.
0IVW_[SQ¼[ÅZ[\UMUWZaWN 
the rough-and-tough sport was
when he was three years old.
“I wasn’t even on the ice yet.
It was with my older brother and
dad,” Hanowski said. “My dad
bought a miniature net and sticks
and that’s where I started.”
By no means was Hanowski
a prodigy at the sport like Tiger
Woods was at golf, but he never
let that deter him from reaching
his goals.
“I started skating at four and
have been doing it ever since,”
Hanowski said. “I fumbled
around a lot at the beginning, but
once squirts and peewees came
along, I knew I had a good handle
on things.”
0IVW_[SQ¼[JQOOM[\QVÆ]MVKM
in the sport he loves was his dad.
His dad coached him until he was
12 years old.
¹0MLMÅVQ\MTaTIQL\PMNW]Vdation down for how to play
the game, and how to go about
being a hockey player,” Hanowski
stated.
Growing up, Hanowski also
played baseball. He comes from a
baseball family -- his dad is a high
school coach.
But Hanowski never seemed to
second guess his choice of deciding to play hockey for a career.

“I was better at hockey, and
got more interest from schools,”
Hanowski said.
Hanowski played high school
hockey in Little Falls, Minn.,
which is about 35 miles from St.
Cloud. He led his team to four
state tournament appearances,
IVLI\PQZLXTIKMÅVQ[PPQ[[MVQWZ
year.
“Ben really put Little Falls on
the map as far as hockey goes,”
head coach Bob Motzko said.
There were several universities
interested in Hanowski coming
out of high school, but Hanowski
decided on SCSU because he and
the coaching staff connected right
away. He also said he knew this
_I[\PMJM[\Å\NWZPQU
He debuted as a freshmen
in Miami, Ohio. SCSU lost that
game, but it’s something he says
he’ll never forget.
“It was a fun experience and a
OWWLI\UW[XPMZM\WXTIaUaÅZ[\
game in,” Hanowski said.
Hanowski says he prefers
playing home games at the NHC.
When the place gets packed, it’s a
pretty electric building. The sound
stays in and it gets quite loud, and
it’s easy to stay energized with a
great home crowd, according to
Hanowski.
Playing in the NCAA tournament and beating Northern
Michigan in double overtime was
Hanowski’s most memorable collegiate moment thus far.
“It was a pretty big deal,”
Hanowski said.
But Hanowski also loves
playing in WCHA rivalry games
against Minnesota and North Dakota because university students
come to the games home or away.

“It gets really loud and it’s
just a fun atmosphere to play in,”
Hanowski said.
Hockey will never get old for
Hanowski because he’s been playing so long and the older he gets,
the more fun he has.
“It’s pretty easy to stay driven
when playing for this university
and in front of such great fans,”
Hanowski said.
Hanowski does have a favorite
player in Claude Giroux, who
plays for the Philadelphia Flyers,
but says he does not emulate his
style after him.
“Giroux is a very skilled
IVLÅVM[[MLXTIaMZ^MZaN]V\W
watch,” Hanowski said.
Hanowski prefers to play his
own style and keep working hard
and says good things will happen
for him.
Just going out every night with
the ambition of becoming better
is his way of playing hockey, according to Hanowski.
Others perceive Hanowski as
a leader on and off the ice and
[IaPW_\MZZQÅKWN ISQLPMQ[IVL
how big his heart is, according to
Motzko.
“He’s been a winner his whole
life, and his family did a great job
raising him,” Motzko said. “He
was bred to be a leader.”
From the beginning of the
year, people started to recognize
Hanowski as an impact player at
\PM,Q^Q[QWV1TM^MT0Q[KWVÅdence started to grow from an
offensive standpoint with the
chances he’s got. It helps that he
has local ties and the fact that he
cares, according to Motzko.
When Hanowski is not studying, practicing, or playing hockey

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Ben Hanowski has been playing hockey ever since he can
remember.
PMMVRWa[OWTÅVOP]V\QVOIVL
WCHA standings, and have the
Å[PQVO
opportunity to make some noise
“I am a big outdoors guy,”
in the playoffs.
Hanowski said. “I try to get out as
Coming from a great family
much as possible.”
and with all the support from his
coaches, the NHL might be in the
Hanowski leads SCSU in
future for Hanowski.
goals with 15 and points, 27. He
is a big reason the Huskies are
in the middle of the pack in the
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Women’s hockey shut down by UMD
Matt Nielsen
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU couldn’t get anything going on offense as eighth
ZIVSML=5,[P]\W]\\PM0][SQM[JaIÅVIT[KWZMWN WV
Friday night at the National Hockey Center.
UMD had a chance early as Haley Irwin shot a wris
ter that rang off the post just eight seconds into the game.
SCSU were fortunate for the missed shot and had an op
portunity of their own when Tea Villila took a penalty 29
seconds into the period. A little over a minute later, Noora
Jaakkola went to the box for body checking giving SCSU a
Å^MWV\PZMMXW_MZXTIaNWZITQ\\TMW^MZIUQV]\M
UMD did a good job killing the penalty as SCSU didn’t
have too many scoring chances on the power play. Not long
IN\MZSQTTQVO\PMXMVIT\a=5,_W]TLJM\PMÅZ[\\W[\ZQSM
when junior Audrey Cournoyer received a pass from the
[QLMWN \PMVM\\WOQ^M\PM*]TTLWO[ITMIL_Q\PR][\W^MZ
UQV]\M[\WXTIaQV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
The Huskies had an opportunity to tie it up when senior
forward Brittany Toor had a breakaway, but unfortunately
PMZ[PW\ZIVOWNN \PMXQXM;+;=PILIKW]XTM\_WWVWVM
WLLUIVZ][PM[J]\KW]TLVM^MZX]\Q\PWUM
“Obviously if we put a couple in the back of the net in
\PMÅZ[\Q\KW]TLMI[QTaPI^MJMMVR][\TQSMQN _MKTMIV]X
our defensive habbits and don’t give up a couple it could
have been a huge momentum changer,” said head coach
Jeff Giesen.
The Bulldogs would strike once more before the period
ended when freshmen Jenna McParland put it in the back
WN \PMVM\\WOQ^M=5,ITMILOWQVOQV\W\PM[MKWVL
period.
It didn’t take long for the Bulldogs to strike again when
Cournoyer tallied her second goal of the game to give
=5,ITMIL_Q\PR][\]VLMZUQV]\M[\WXTIaQV\PM
second period.
+W]ZVWaMZUILMQ\IN\MZ[PMVM\\MLPMZ\PQZLOWIT
of the game on the power play to give herself the hat trick.
The Bulldogs would strike once more before the period
ended when Irwin put it in the back of the net to give UMD
ITMILOWQVOQV\W\PMÅVITXMZQWL
“We’re not going to the net hard enough and were not
putting pucks on the net, if you’re not going to pay the price
to get there than you’re not going to do it,” added Giesen.
SCSU had quite a few opportunities to get on the score
board in the third period but couldn’t get anything in the
back of the net. Junior goalie Jennifer Harss played a good
OIUM\WÅVQ[P_Q\P\PM[P]\W]\WV[I^M[\WOQ^M\PM*]TT
LWO[I^QK\WZa0MZKW]V\MZXIZ\ÅZ[\aMIZOWITQM2]TQM
Friend ended the game with 31 saves on 36 shots.
“She (Friend) played well enough to give us a chance
tonight but like I said it’s the defense in front of her more
than anything else,” said Giesen.

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Husky forward Kylie Lane tries to force her way through the stick of a UMD Bulldog defender at the National Hockey Center Saturday afternoon. The Huskies were swept by the Bulldogs over the weekend.

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Assistant captain Alex Nelson rushes up the ice to get some offense going while being slashed by a Bulldog.

Men’s hockey battled
U of M in close games
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU goaltender Ryan Faragher tries to push ZachBuddish out of the way to get a clear look at the
shot. Faragher played well in the net, stopping 43 of
46 shots in a close game in which the U of M won 3-2
on Saturday night at the National Hockey Center.

With a depleted lineup and a short
age of personnel SCSU was swept by
the Minnesota Golden Gophers over
the weekend. The last time SCSU was
swept was by Northern Michigan in
the middle of October.
Friday’s game got off to a rough
start even before the puck dropped.
The Huskies bus broke down at its
arena and put SCSU into a minor
frenzy. Luckily the UMD women’s
hockey team let SCSU use its bus
because they were playing the women’s
team. “We got to the arena late, but
our kids kept battling,” Head Coach
Bob Motzko said.
SCSU kept both games close losing
each game by one goal. But the Hus
kies had problems getting shots on the
net only 13 shots Friday and 12 shots
Saturday.
Minnesota blocked 13 of SCSU’s
shots in game 1, which was the telling
tale of the game. “They took a lot of

our lanes away and got bodies in front
of the puck,” Motzko said. “They
[P]\LW_VXMZKMV\WN M^MZa\PQVO_M
were trying to before it happened.”
In both games the goaltending al
lowed the Huskies to have a chance at
victory. Friday Junior goaltender Mike
Lee returned between the pipes after
not playing since the end of October.
“It was just fun to play again instead
of sitting in the press box,” Lee said. “I
just felt like myself again.”
The game plan for SCSU was to
play disciplined thorough out the entire
series and for the most part it did in
Friday’s game. SCSU shut the Go
pher’s power play down killing three
penalties and took the crowd out of the
game for the most of the game.
)\"WN \PMÅZ[\XMZQWL5QV
VM[W\I\WWSITMIL_PMV;+;=
had trouble containing the puck in the
neutral zone which led to a turnover.
Jake Hansen took the puck wide and
got a bad angle shot, but followed his
rebound and knocked the puck in with
the shaft of his stick.

SCSU was playing a solid defensive
game up to this point, but the turn
overs it did have led to great oppor
tunities for the Gophers, according to
Motzko.
The Huskies went into the second
XMZQWLLW_VI[\PM/WXPMZ[ZMITTa
couldn’t generate too much offense in
the period.
SCSU got a power play early in
the second period when Tom Serra
\WZMJTI\IV\TaKZW[[KPMKSMLI;+;=
player, and the Huskies capitalized on
its chance.
Ben Hanowski was able to put the
Huskies on the board at 4:26 when
Jared Festler made a nice cross ice pass
to Hanowski on the bottom of the fa
ceoff circle, and Hanowski lit the lamp
on a wide open net. Andrew Prochno
also assisted on the goal, continuing his

6HHMen’s Hockey
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SCSU continues dominance
Scott Hillesheim
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU wrestling team came into its Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference dual against third ranked Augus
tana College with an undefeated record and ranked number
1 in Division II. The Huskies, facing a more than formida
ble opponent, proved once again why they are the best team
QV\PMKW]V\ZaI[\PMaKZ]Q[ML\WI!_QV
The Huskies last dual loss was to Augustana last season,
so they were able to get a measure of revenge and were in
control of the match from beginning to end.
Starting the Huskies off strongly was Jake Kahnke, who
posted one of two Husky pins on the night. Kahnke has had
an almost perfect season as the win pushes his individual

ZMKWZL\WIVIUIbQVO
Kahnke, the number one rated heavyweight in Division
II, pinned Augustana’s Mike Roberts 4:24 into the match.
“It’s nice to mix it up and lead off right away,” said
Kahnke. “Then I can just watch my teammates and enjoy it.
I never really have a strategy, I just go out there and wrestle
the same way every time.”
The Huskies then made an upset as sophomore Dylan
?ZQOP\OI^M)]O][\IVI¼[+WZa4MV[QVOPQ[ÅZ[\TW[[WN \PM
aMIZ_QVVQVO_Q\PI[TQOP\LMKQ[QWV?ZQOP\I[WXPW
UWZMNZWU1V^MZ/ZW^M0MQOP\[QUXZW^M[\W!
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The SCSU wrestling team has continued to stay
on top this season with their big horses, but SCSU
showed its depth in this match.

